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In Our 99th Year
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Deliver Back To Work Order

Federal Marshals Move Through Coalfields Today
otib page forms, directingflefendants to
the Taft-Hartley Act was invaked
.•respond to the government's suit at a
- against them.
court hearing next Friday. At that time,
The marshals, meantime, were
Displaying no fear of the court it:itrying to correct a legal !Wasp -that .- a federal judge will decide whether -to
llation,thousandsof Kentucky miners
issue a permanent injunction against prevented them from moving into the
stayed away from the mines Friday as
the union.
field.
Lykins pointed out that the back-toThe Justice Departnaent mistakenly
work order isn't effective against inomitted copies of the summonses in the
documents that were, flown from . dividual defendants until they are
served all proper papers.
Washington to Lexington for
Robert-Carter, president of District
distribution to the marshals.
30
at Pikeville,said he wouldnot tisk his
Billy Lykins, Marshal for the eastern
meniters to end the stoppage until he
district of Kentucky, said the sumhad the notice in his hands.
monses arrived Friday night and his
And union spokesmen in Western
staff would begin delivering the orders
Kentucky
said they would urge their
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Moves
professional negotiations bill for
today to UMW officials, "wherever we
members to end the walltoot but they
will be ins* next week dining the finai
„v9.til4 t9
it-tp,She,
atiatted il'ias. uhlikely any 'miners
'six days of the 1978 General Assembly
Appropriations and Revenue ComJim Brown,a chief deputy marshal in
would cross a picket line if one sprang
to salvage some major issues which
mittee.
western Kentucky, said the orders als,1
up again.
have run into problems.
The bill, which has passed the Senate, would be served in that area today.,
"We will tell them to go to work,"
Efforts are expected to get bills
had already been reported favorably by
The missing documents were
said
James Hawkins, vice president of
legalizing Laetrile and granting
another House committee and any
teachers collective bargaining bit& on - move to take it away frOnl the
the track and to a final floor vote in the
Appropriations and Revenue CornSenate and _House respectively. And
mittee in the final week of the session is
intense lobbying is expected to remove
expected to have little chance of sucSenate amendments to a House bill
c9ec.
making major changes in the, state's
Sen. William L. Sullivan, Dworkmen's compensation law.
-Also, a major administration
' Henderson, sponsor of the amendments, said the steadily increasing
setting up a new Department of
Story and Photos By
costs of workmen's compensation inanimals wandering on the park grounds
Housing, Buildings and Construction
Lowell Atchley
surance is driving industry away from
The-projeet-has taken eight months
-and establishing a statewide Wilding
and 10 days; McCabe said he's put 800
Kentucky and claimed the amendments
code will come back up for a vote Moncould reduce preimiuns by up to 23
day in the Senate.
What does an insomniac do during hours of labor into the project.
percent.
- Another administration-backed bill to
those late night hours when he can't
"I did it mostly out of the need for
allow optometrists to use drugs in their
sleep?
The Senate approved amendments
something to do. I don't like to just sit
esaminalions ma it mil
One might try_what John Mipbt...lr. iround. I completed -much of it at
,soaking -ntajor ehangP4 in the work,
the.House Friday and is now on its way
of Murray did—he built a miniature night," McCabe said.
men's compensation law, altering a
to the governor.
park and fire tower...out of toothpicks.
committee substitute measure which
McCabe said Mused "well over 3,000
The Senate leadership caught the
had been a compromise between labor,
toothpicks"
on the project.
two
about
The park area measures
backers of a move to legalize the use of
industry and the governor.
built
it
feet
and
McCabe
feet
by
five
Grass,
stone,
ponds trees, bushes
Laetrile off guard Friday and were
almost entirely of toothpicks and other fences and signs on the landscape are
successful in getting the bill recommaterials bought from over 14 complete to the smallest detail.
mitted to the Judiciary-Statutes Combusinesses in town.
Not only did McCabe build a small
mittee for the second time.
picnic pavilion, log cabin and restroom
The measure, which has already
McCabe said, in an interview earlier
passed the House, had been expected to
this week, that he conceive.. of a facility for the miniature park, he
completed the interiors, down to small
generate lengthy floor debate in-the upCalloway County Park somestial like
per chamber Friday. The bill would
.the one he built, complete- with fire toothpick chairs and beds in the cabin.
Many signs, measuring not More
allow the use of the purported cancer
tower, picnic area and assorted
A perpetual scholarship has been
fighting agent with a doctor's
eitablished at Murray -State University
prescription.
in memory of William Hobart (Bart)
Theliouse Rules Committee dealt a
Cayce of Hopkinsville, who was a freshnear-death blow Friday to a
man on the campus at the limb of his
death in an automobile accident Oct. 28,
1977.
To be known as the William H.(Bart)
Cayce Menaorial Scholarship, the oneyear award will be made each year by
the Alumni Association to a Christian
County student who has completed at
least one year of study at Murray State.
Contributions are now being accepted
by the Alumni Association for the
scholarship fund. The amount of the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
scholarship will be determined by the
House Rules Committee has dealt a
interest accrued by that base insevere blow to a bill which would
vestment.
permit teachers to engage in collective
Scholarship guidelines specify that
bargaining.
applicants must have attained a grade
The committee, which channels
standing of 2.75 or better, demonstrated
legislation to various corrunititees and
loyalty to school, community, and other
to the House floor, voted 9-8 Friday to
organizations, and be recommended by
send Senate Bill 88 to the House
a departmental chairman of academic
Appropriations and Revenue Comadviser.
mittee instead of to the House floor.
Official presentation of the
, House Speaker William Kefiton, Dscholarship award will be made at the
Lexington, who voted against
alumni banquet each spring.
recommitting the bill said it was sent to
Members of the Pi Kappa Alpha
the committee for a "study of fiscal
social fraternity initiated the
ramrnifications."
scholarship fund drive in December of
t The measure passed the Senate 22-15
1977 in memory of young Cayce, who
two weeks ago, and was referred to the
was a pledge of the fraternity.
House Committee on Business OrganThe 18-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs.
izations and Professions.
Granville Cayce, Jr., of Hopkinsville
It was reported favorably on
was a 1977 graduate of Hopkinsville
Tuesday, and sent to Rules.
High School and served as president of
Rep. Dwight Wells, D-Riclunbnd,
the Student Council his senior year.
made the motion Friday to send the
Cayce was president of his class
measure to committee for more study.
during his sophomore, junior, and
Bob Summers, -a lobbyist for the
senior years and was a co-captain of the
Kentucky Education Association, said
football team and a member of the
Thursday he thought there were 52
baseball team while in high school.votes for the bill on the House floor.
Selected for "Who's Who in American
But he was pessimistic that enough
High Schools" both as a junior and a
representatives would vote to take the
senior, he was also the recipient of the
TOOTHPICK HRETOWER — John McCabe Jr. vie*s the interiorion top of
bill away from the Appropriations and
Leadership Award as a senior. Cayce
a fire tower he built entirely of toothpicks and dowel rods this winter. In
Revenue committee.
was an Eagle Scout and an 'active
the picture to the right, McCabe stands with-the miniature tower and park,
At least 51 votes are needed to
member of the_FirsteChristian Church
discharge a bill from committee.
of Hopkinsville.
By The Associated Press
Federal marshals were to move
thr•otIgh the coalfields of Kentucky
today,1mn4-delivering copies ofa badtto-work order to various districts and

locals of the United Mine Workers

Moves Set To Revive
Major Assembly Bills

ns
ke
he

Robbins Coal Co., a non-union
District 23 at Madisonville. "We can't
operation.
defy the law."
Capt. Edgar Moss,commander of the
District officials said they would hold
local meetings after the orders arrived. • state police post, said picketing bat
been conducted at the mine since the
Sevt*roperators said they had
beginning of the strike.
asked union safety committees to
Moss said a number of slate police
report Friday morning and inspect the .
were on standby duty in case they were
mines,Part of the process for resuming
needed, adding that "we have a sufproduction, but there was no response.
ficient number of people in the area to
Others expressed doubt that the
handle any situation."
miners -would return under provisions
_Elsewhere in Hari& County, coal.
of the Taft-Hartley Actwas being produced at the Benham
"In my opinion, I don't think they'll
show up," said an assistant.foreman at • Coal Co., where employees are
represented by the Progressive Mine
the Brown Badgett Corp. mine in
Workers Union, and at the HarlanGreenville.
State police. in Pike County reported
Cumberland Coal Co., a non-union
kattere
- d nieketa ih parts of Johnsort
and Pike counties Friday, but no
Operations also were normal at the
trouble was reported.
Highsplit phint of Eastover Mining Co.,
Pickets were on duty at four sites which has a contract with the Southern
along Kentucky 38 near the Carst Labor Union.

Builds Miniature Fire Tower
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Man Treats Insomnia With Toothpicks

MSU Scholarship
Established For
Accident Victim •

than an inch, in the'rninfature park are
-hand lettered.
McCabe's fire tower stands about five'
feet tall.
-That part took a month and a half to
complete. Each platform took from two
to three days. I built it using tveevars
and i regular ...
arts and crafts knife,
measuring out dimensions with a pencil
and ruler," McCab* said.'
McCabe said he got the idea for the
firetower from an old wooden structure
near Pottertown Road in Calloway
County.

On a carefully lettered sign acc-ompanying -the -miniature - park,
McCabe calls his ideal, "An
Imagination of the Wild, A Reality of
Future." _
Originally from Chicago, ill., the 30year-old McCabe is currently unemployed by says he "can do about
anything." He's also an artist, singer
and songwriter and seaman. His
miniature park is Currently on display
at the 12th Street and Chestnut location
of Peoples Bank in Murray.
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One Seetton —

Raising Prices, Not Inflation, Viewed
As Nation's Biggest Economic Problem

Pages

Powerful Mayfield upended Paducah Tilghman and
Lone Oak downed Murray High to set the stage for Region
I boys basketball playoffs 'tonight at Murray State
University. For accounts of last night's games, see
today's sports section.

cloudy
and
warm
Gradually increasing cloudiness and a little warmer today,
with a slight chance Of rain by
evening. High temperatures
around 60. A few periods of rain
likely tonight, and just a c.bance
ALa.thoratarahower...„Not so cool _
tonight with lows in the low 403s.

today's index
Business Page
Classifieds
Crosswords
Comics
Dear Abby
.Deaths &Funerals
Horoscopes
Let's Stay VAll
Local Scene
Opinion Page

which he says took over 800 hours to build. The arrangement is complete
with miniature houses, the interiors of which are made of toothpicks. McCabe's model can be viewed at a local branch bank.
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maintain the twin goals of reducing
supermarket prices will keep going up.
Miller said he now considers inflation
By MICHAEL 00AN
unemployment and controlling inflation
"Inflation is the major problem,' the biggest problem and plans to giVe it
Associated Press Writer
are not contradictory. They note that
a "very, very high priority" at the Fed.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
WASHINGTON (AP) — Faced with
the country had both high unemCongress also is turning its attention
Blumenthal said flatly at an American
worsening inflation, the ...,;,vernmjnt
ployment and high inflatioa during the
now sees rising prices, rather than
Newspaper Association Convention
to the rising prices. House Democrats
mid-1970s recession.
session Friday.
unemployment,as the nation's biggest
earlier this week agreed to add anti-inHe said the administration is not
economic problem.
flation language to the Humphrey-Through programs designed to put
proposing economic programs that
Hawkins -bill, which is aimed at
Administration officials in public
people to work, we can have reasonable
would
over-stimulate the economy.
statements are moving away from their
reducing unemployment.
controls on inflation and still reduce
Job-creating -programs are often
previous stance that inflation and
Rep. Robert Giairno,
unemployment," AFL-CIO spokesman
criticized
equal
for
Comunemployment are problems,...of
chairman of the House Budget
overheating the economy,
John 7.aluski said Friday.
contributing to inflation.
importance.
mittee, said .he agrees with
It is not clear what the emphasis_on .
The government reported Friday that
Blumenthal's comments were echoed
Republicans that fighting inflation
by Federal Reserve' Chairman G. '.should get equal priority with creating - fightfilIk inflation will mean „for
the unemployment rate dropped from
government programs. • The Carter
6.3 percent to-1 percent in February. William Miller, who when he was
jobs,
-.
)
1 has proposid'efteniriF
Burtatualiffirprfees rose by .rweetir -- ,rntmtei11a farm icfIva ProlTeins
e4s Of& administ
hitaleitelhe.econorpy and
last mondUheJargeatincrease in three
werr:equallty
. inflation.,..ower unemployment has ta.IrtreT
years-Aridgerensraists predicted -04110°- AtaZinaressionalinr14
.
- -TtnAraYrt--- triwir7iire-from -labor >leaairs; -who - eveltualty.croate_mcs'elnbt. .
,
•
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Tuesday, March 14
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Rita Burton,
Countryside at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.;
Parts Road and Coldwater at
Monday Mora la
places and time to to be anNeedline Board will meet at nounced.
the Triangle Inn at twelve
noon.
Scheduled to meet at twelve
noon at the Triangle Inn is the
American Legion Post No. Quota Club.
71 will have a dinner at the
legion hall at 610 p.m. with
The Young Farmerettes will
hamhocks and white beans to meet at the
Murray
be furnished and others to Vocational Center at 7:30 p.m.
bring cote deal, scalloped with Attorney-Max Parker.as
potatoes, and desserts.
speaker.

By I'J L Blasuigainsk M.D.

TO
: COM MUNITY
suss- is• CALENDAR
Saturday, Merch 11
Bake sale will start at nine
a.m. in front of Roses
Department Store as sponsored by the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter Day Saints.

First Baptist Church GAs
:will have a book study at the
:Fellowship Hall of the church
:from two to five p.m.
•
:: Saturday, March 11
7 Captain Wendell Oury
Euzeljad Sunday School
Chapter of the Daughters of
Class of First Baptist Church
will
the American Revolution
have a luncheon at the
meet- at the home of Mrs. , Will
fellowship hall of the church at
Robert 0. Miller at 1:30 p.m.
twelve noon.
with Dr. Edwin Stohecker as
speaker.
guest
Monthly skating party of the
Church of Christ will be at the
- Meal roller rink with skating
• 89aday, Mareli 12
Spaghetti luncheon by for grade's through six from
Senidr High Youth of the First six to eight p.m. and grmieS
Christian Church will be held seven and up from eight to ten
following
the morning
p.m.
Worship service.
Tuesday, March 14
Gospel singing will be held
Murray-Calloway County
at Pleasant Valley Church of Freed-Hardeman College
Christ at 2:30 p.m.
Associates will meet at seven
p.m. in the church annex.
Monday, March 13
Russell's Chapel United
Dexter Senior Citizens will
Methodist Church Women will meet at the Dexter Center at
meet at the home of Helen 9:30 a.m.
Hodges at. 1:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open from
Cordelia Erwin Circle of ten a.m. to three p.m. for
South Pleasant Grove United activities by the Murray
Methodist Church Women is Senior Citizens. Call 753-0929
scheduled to meet at seven for information.
p.m. .
Murray TOPS (take off
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of pounds sensibly) club will"
the First United Methodist meet at seven p.m. at the
Church Women will meet at Health Center.
seven p.m. in the senior class
room of the church.
Shower for Debbie and
Steve Henderson who lost
Sigma Department of the their home and contents by
Murray Woman's Club will fire recently will be honored at
meet at the club house at 7:30 a shower at the Murray
p.m. Names for new members Federal Savings and Loan,
will be tabled.
Seventh and Main, Murray, at
seven p.m. This was
Recovery, Inc., will meet at rescheduled from an earlier
the Health Center, North date.
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Circles of - First United
Murray, at seven p.m.
M4thodist Church Women will
Bethany Sunday School meet as follows: Alice Waters
Class of Fira Baptist Church and Bessie Tucker at -9:30
willliave a supper at the a.m. at the church, and Faith
fellowship hall of the church at Doran attwo p.m. in the social
six p.m.
hall of the church.
UT VS 1.41(111T
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CAPP I
Thru Tues.

Thru 3/16

7 15,9:10 + 2:30Sat., Sun.

17:20,9:10 4- 2:30Sat.,Suni

We Wog To Bo A fklai Walesa ,
HIGH
ANXIETY

GOODtr
GIRL

Closi

Group of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Janelle Doyle in
church parlor at 9:30 a.m., II
with Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten
a.m., and II; with Mrs. Mina
Waters at two p.m.
" Group of Christian Ni‘cuneifit
Fellowship of First Cwistian
Church will meet as follows: I
with Mrs. Woodfin Hittion at
ten a.m. with program by
Mrs. A.H. 'Fitsworth, and IV
with Mrs. Steve Shaw at 7:30
p.m. with program by Mrs.
David Roos.
Murray Star Chapter no. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,
MARCH 12, ma
What kind of cliiy will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARILS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A more or less average day.
Better finish, or at least further,
current projects. Starting new
undertakings without proper
preparation could lead - to
disappointment

"4E4

TAURUS
, (Apr. 21 to May 21)AISCC/7
, Don't head -into complications. Steer a clear course
and focus ambitions on an attainable plateau. Don't strive
for the unreasonable.
GEMINI
(May fl to June 21) 1114
41Don't let surface glitter
beguile you. Search for facts before
accepting
any
proposition - no matter how
rosy it sounds.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
Seek out a more distinctive,
more strategic way to push your
interests. They can be handled
with greater ease if you depend
on your own judgment.
LEO •
;July 24 to Aug. rI) i
ttg
Business interests, longrange planning favored. But
don't rush into things. Have
patience, be vigilant and
precise.

610

VIRGO
(Aug.-24- to Sept. 23) riPlk
Don't take on too many
responsibilities. You could bog
down even though your
shoulders are strong and your
motives admirable.
IJBRA

Thru 3/16

(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —

Thru 3/30
I 7:20,9:05+.2:30Surd

7:25, 9:30 + 2:30Sun.

Venus continues beneficent.
Especially favored: 4Iemestic
Interests, romance and artistic
pursuits. But stress accuracy,
poise in action.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A day for achievement.
Morning interviews' highly

especially for

worm:mini

WERE CLEANING HOUSE ON SOME OF OUR MOST
POPULAR HOTPOINT NO-FROST REFRIGERATORS TO MAKE
ROOM FOR NEW MODELS! REALLY BIG SAVINGS!

HOTPOINT'S
BEST-SELLING
NO-FROST
REFRIGERATOR!

SAVEs80
jilts419
SAVE'll0
V054
40.

',
399
CUSTOMER CARE
62==
=.
EVERYWHERE

West Kentucky
Appliance Center_ MAO.bee 7134438

Moms his.Weald liasse Seersalherd
.Apyiloncjin
Busin•ss

4

ons499

BIG SAVINGS ... COME EARLY!
•

reaching agreements on new
duties, commitments and
financial potentials.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Caution urged in money
matters. Pay no attention to
reckless friends who urge you to
spend foolishly.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Curb a tendency toward
lethargy now. An indifferent
attitude could cause you to lose
out on good opportunities.
AQUARIUS
f4Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Meet and discuss plans with
others involved, but don't be
dismayed if you run into petty
quibbling. Overlook minor
differences to attain the more
important objectives. .
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
You may miss your mark now
because of anxiety or
miscalculation. Try to avoid
this by taking things In stride
and strengthening your perceptiveness.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a great spirit of
itiative and enterprise, a
fetnarkable memory and extraoedinary intuitive powers
.
Your Taidillioirs are-Wty and

36#

you

are

_extremely

dilleftWleirtileff
You may,however,over

Legionnaires'Disease
May Be Widespread

How You Can Help
Someone Depressed
By Abigail Van Buren
1978 by Chicago Tribune N Y Nowa Synd. inc

DEAR ABBY: I am a single, middle-aged female (no
family) who is recovering from a depression of several
months and I'm so grateful to be feeling good again. Life
was so dreary for some time, but with the help of a
psychiatrist, prescribed medication, lithe and a friend, the
futore looks cheerful.
'The reason for this letter is to let people know what they
can do if a friend or loved one finds himself (or herself) in a
depression.
I. Keep-inconstant contact. A phone call just to'askhow
I was kept me going.
2. Send Cheery notes or cards.(Some days all I received
were bills and junk mail.)
3. Encourage your depressed friend to get dressed and
get out of the house. Even a walk around the block helps.
Some days I left my apititment only to see my doctor or
buy a TV dinner.
4.1nvite the sick person out for a meal. It doesn't have to
be fancy—anything will be appreciated. If your invitation
is refused, perhaps just the idea of getting dressed and
getting to your home is too much. Tell them you will pick
them up even if you live only a block away. Convince them
you want their company.
5. If they haven't sought medical help, encourage them
to do so. And never ask them what the doctor said.
Therapy is a very personal thing.
6. Never tell a depressed person that they should "snap
out of it" or that nobody can help them—they have to help
themselves. (I thought if one more persorl told me that, I
would scream!)
Above all, let the sick person know that you care about
them. People have a hard time pulling themselves out of a
depression when they feel that nobody cares.
Thank God for my one concerned friend. Without her, I
never would have made it.
- -t.
SMILING AGAIN

0: Mr. T.G. writes to
ask, 'What has happened
to Legionnaires' disease?
Has the cause been determined? Is there a danger
of an outbreak?'
A: Legionnaires'disease,
so named because of the
large outbreak at an American' Legion convention in_
Philadelphia in July, 1976,
resulted in acute illness in
181 persons and killed 29 of
them. Fear spread because the cause could not
immediately be determined. Of course, the disease is not related in any
way .,to the .American
Legion_
_ Later studies revealed
•that Legionnaires' disease
results from a bacterial
infection, one that had not
been identified prior to the
Philadelphia outbreak.
The disease is not apparently directly contagious
from one person to another, and the mode of transmission is not yet fully
understood.
The signs and symptoms
vary but are Principally
those of an acute respiratory infection, often virulent, and an accompanying
pneumonia. Fever may
spike to a high level and
remain elevated.
Epidemiologists believe
that 'smaller outbreaks'
take place from time to
time in widely scattered
locations. Groups of cases
have been noted in Tennesz•
see, Vermont and Ohio
since the larier outbreak
in 'Philadelphia. . Cases

which occur annually, especially in the older population, may be cases of
Legionnaires' disease not
yet identified as such. Physicians have now asked to
be alert to such a possibility and to report these
cases so that efforts can be
made to rule out this type
of infection.
So far, more cases appear in the summer and
early fall,
An epidemic intelligence
officer at the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta,
Gregory Storch, M.D., has
been _investigating these
infections. He regards
them as, "Very serious,
with roughly about 15,000
to 45,000 people contacting
Legionnaires' disease each
year," according to a report in "The Family Economist," published by the
American Council of Life
Insurance and the Health
In-surarice Institute. Further, he believes that 15 to
25 percent of those Identified with the disease die
from it. He admits that his
estimates may be high because it is possible that
other persons have minor
infections with the bacteria but recover.
No vaccine has been
developed. It is fortunate
that infections with
Legionnaires' disease re-

spond to a commonly used,
widely available antibiotic
known as erythromycin.
Best results are obtained .
in treatment if the medicine is started early.
Therefore, the outlook is
better when a prompt diagnosis is made.
A major outbrepk is
unlikely,. but more research is essential.

"The new tax
forms. A good
reason to let
us help with
your taxes."

Henry W Block
At H&R Block, we understand these new forms, we
know the laws. We'll do everything we can to save you mon.
ey.-And that's Reason No. 1
why you shbuld let H&R
Block do your taxes.

Han BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-92114
OFFICE HOURS:
Sam toll pm Weekdays
Sam to5 pm Sat.
'
-e

DEAR SMILING: And thank you for an excellent letter.
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have a rare coin
collection. Recently we noticed that four half-dollars were
missing. Their total value is more than $300.
The only person who has been alone in our house is a
14-year-old,neighbor boy who sits with our children. This
boy's parents are good friends of ours and we wouldn't'
want to lose their friendship over this.
My husband says we should hide the collection and keep
quiet about the missing coins. I say we should confront the
bcly's parents.i am sure the boy doesn't realize the value of
Asehmh,
the coins he took. What should we do?
STUMPED

DEAR STUMPED: Whether the boy is under the
impression that he took $2 in coins or $300 is beside the
point. The boy himself should be confronted. Leave his
parents out of it.

Do you wish you bad more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Your Individual
Horoscope

7Pe
110.4

Frances Drake
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH 12,1178
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what '(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72)
the stars say, read the forecast
Submerge emotionk. and
given for your birth Sign.
permit ideas to nurture, grow.
Accomplish with dispatch and
ARIES
efficiency, but avoid reckless
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) griA
haste.
Restlessness
over- SAGITTARIUS
or
zealousness could send you off (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
too readily on a detrimental
You may have to slow down
bent, a truly wrong turn. Stop, now. This does not mean you
look and listen before taking are stagnating. A period of rest
any action.
will revive your energies for
brisker action, refresh your
TAURUS
mind.
( Ar. 21 to May 21)
Your stars warn against CAPRICORN
undue exertion, scattering (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Take time to analyze
energies, uqwisely attempting
to handle the unfamiliar. h -situations, probabilities,
possibilities. This will save
general, stick to routine.
time later. An excellent
clinch
GEMINI
day for making revisions,
(May 72 to June 21) ih1
9
general.
Stimulating Mercury in- improvements in
fluences foster a spirit of ad- AQUARIUS
venture, strengthen the pur- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Before winding tip any
posefulness which always leads
you have left
to a good day. Social activities project, observe if
should be especially interesting. anything out, omitted a small
but vital detail. Inferior workCANCER
manship and carelessness
(June22 to July 23) ee:i)
tab"!
Certain situations highly PIS
mystifying. Try to get some (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
•
background information which
A better day than you may
could help you clarify matters. think at first But you will have
to look long and hard for most of
LEO
the findings you would like. All
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
Look below the surface for the livelier!
more leads which will help you
YOU BORN TODAY are an
solve problems, hasten your
drive toward cherished goals. extremely competent person,
Cultural pursuits highly capable in emergencies and
always reliable. In anything you
favored.

ineeltir.

ealii;

vj

./244A

VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) Fink
An inspired idea and friendly
cooperation should help you in
perfecting some of your longrange plans. Study new
developments.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)

Under generous Venus influer!ce!!,__ENE.Itealivg_ _UMW
are strong, may impel you to do
something unusual and out.
standing:-Make the. mod of
fine period!

undertake, you do a bang-up
job, but don't let your
meticulousnem give you the
reputation of being "fussy."
Your versatility is almost
boundless and, once you have
found the right career for YOU,
yoshcan attain any heights, to
which you aspire. Many
prominent industrialists,
educators, scientists, writers,
_pude enlanugigigis hate been._
Pisceans. Birthdate of: Gordon
MacRae and Liza Minnelli,
stngeril; 71-Ecfward
playwright

Let usshow
you how to
save
energy
at home
We're offering a free home energy survey as part of the
Home Insulation Program we're cooperating in with TVA.
When you request the survey, an energy advisor will inspect your home and recommend insulation, if needed, or
other energy-saving measures to help you reduce your
utility bills.
If you need more attic insulation, well offer you an interest-free loan to get attic insulation installed up to at least'
R-19 value. You'll have 36 months to repay in equal
payments on your electric bill
Stop by Our office today and request your free home
energy survey.

Murra Eledric System
461 Olive - Murray, Ky.-4201

Request A Free Home
Energy Survey
0 Please send me FREE the energy
self-survey material so I can see what I
can do to save on my energy costs
through winterization efforts.

Putting a ceiling 0 Please have an energy advisor
contact me about doing a FREE energy
on energy waste survey
on my home and telling me
what I can do to save on my energy
costs
4 am a 0 homeowner
0 renter
0 owner dl rental property
1 heat my home with electricity, natural gas,
coal, LP gas, wood (CIRCLE ONE)

Name

Addres•

Stags

Cfty

Zip

Power distributor
Account No. (if known)
Most convenient time to contact me

TViegi-lomg.InsRulation Program m

memo,
.
•

4'

with tfivialitia."

have also been reported in
fewer numbers in about 30
states. Authorities on infectious diseases believe
the many cases of'fatal,
nonspecific pneumonia

to
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WASHINGTON (AP) — When the
scarecrow showed up asking for brains,
the Wizard of. Oz gave him a diploma.
That seemed to please him even
though the wizard was a faki.
There's a bit of that flavor in the
-curxent
controversy
between
politicians and educators over mandatory tests to determine whether
public school students have learned
enough to graduate.
Educators contend that statewide
test standards -are likely to be
meaningless at best,.and may do more
- harm than good. Anyliind of national
tests would be worse, they say.
Nevertheless, there is a growing
trend toward state testing systems as
legislators respond to the pressure of
dissatisfied voters-who-4mA -think the
schools aredoing a good job.
Thirty-one states now have adopted
testing systems to determine the
competence of students, and the other
19 are considering them.
The government has just concluded a
national conference on achievement
testing and basic skills, but it produced
no consensus on steps to make sure that
_ students emerge from the public
schools competent at least in reading,
writing and mathematics.
Acknowledging that the public
clamor to do something is understandable, a panel of the National
Academy of Education said statewide
_ tests are-not the answer.
_

so low that an overwhelming majority
That panel of educators said the
setting of state standards for high tof students would be allowed to pass,"
school diplomas is "basically Un- the panel said.-"This would make the
almost
standard
workable, exceeds the present diploma
measurement'arts of the teaching meaningless."
That would make the tests, like the
profession and will create more social
problems -than it can conceivably diploma the wizard bestowed, lust so
much paper.
solve."
One major difficulty, they said, is
The problem is compounded by the
that any test tough enough to be fact that disadvantaged and minority
meaningful would be too diffiddt for students in troubled big-city school
many students to pass. That conclusion systems are more likely to have trouble
.underscores the problem, and the passing standardized tests than are
educators acknowledged -that the - those in Mote -affluent school districts.
schools should be paying more atYet.they are the people who would be
tention to the fundamentals of reading, penalized most severely by failure. The
writing and arithmetic.
academy of education panel warned:
The panel said standardized tests in
"If success on tests for purposes of
the lower grades could be useful, not graduation or promotion is achieved by
only to'peipoint Stucicat Wen scaoca, four-fifths ofasiihurbarrschool-system,
but also to build "public pressures if but only one-third of a central city
schoolwide performances in basic skills system, the consequences could be
continue over time to be consistently serious for domestic tranquility as well
low......
as social equity in a world where a highBut it warned against the abrupt school diploma, regardless of intrinsic'
imposition of state tests as a meaning, is frequently a ticket to
requirement for graduation.
particular jobs."
"It is basically unworkable because
But that leads back to the wizard's
in many populous states, cutoff points diploina, afar if a' certificate of
graduatioiihas no intrinsic meaning, it
for a passing grade that are politically
and educatively acceptable to parents, is not going to be a ticket to anything for
pupils and educators would have to be
very long.

Looking Back
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10'Years Ago

By ROBERT F.STEPHENS
Attorney General

Consumer Comment

FederalIncome Tax Preparation
IRS Outline the rules that determine if
you file a return and what return you
must use. Even if you are not required
tiklaw-to flle a return, you'Mould file a
form to get a refuhd if income tax was
withheld from your paycheck, or if you
are eligible for the. "earned income
credit."
Taxpayers can avoid additional costs
in penalties and interest by providing
all the information requested on the
return and by paying the tax when it is
due. A penalty of five to twenty five
percent of your tax can be assessed for
the filing unless you can show a
reasonable excuse for the delay. If you

Susan IC Nance, daughter of Mrs. buildings are ,Oakhurst, Wilson Hall,
John Nance of Murray, hal been and University School.
awarded a scholarship by the Music
Maurice Ryan, Donald Henry, A. B.
Department of Murray State Univer- Crass, Bethel Richardson, William C.
sity, according to Richard W. Farrell, Adams, Fred Schultz, Buron Jeffrey,
chairman of the Fine Arts Department W. B. Miller, Jim Washer, Billy Murof MSU.
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
dock, Calvin Key, and Billy Joe StubAssociated Press Writer
Deaths i epui Led include Cecil Karl blefield are attending the Kentucky
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Only a Warren, age 43, and.Lex Henson, age School Board Association meeting at
few women in the state have jobs like 76.
Louisville.
The expenditure .of more than
Pat Allen. She-wishes there were.more.
The Murray Women's Bowling
"Times are changing drastically and 4250,000 to renovate three campus
By JugirAiaupin
Association Tournament has been
we're being considered, . right along buildings and more than 6300,000 for
' with the men, when a vacancy occurs," improvements to the campus grounds completed with Mildred Hodge winning
I Column of historical and genealogical
said Pat1. executive director.. of . the was authorized today by Murray-State all events scratch trophy and Betty
anectloteN. .storieN and ,forni/vI notes.1
University Board of Regents. The Powell corning in second.
Chamber of Commerce at Paris.
She took over last September and
quickly familiarized herself with the
community's. assets and problems.
"We try to attract new industry and
Food and automotive equipmenttake captured their 10th victory by defeatind
keep it happy once we get it,' she ex- most of the Calloway dollars, according Arkansas State College in Jdnesboro.
The Murray Knights beat Lyon
plained. "We deal with retailers, push to a special feature story on the
Before Matthew Lyon moved his
By 1810, it was second in importance in
our tourist attractions, and watch spending habits of Calloway County County to clinch the season chamfamily
to Kentucky in 1798, he was quite
the area to the city of Nashville. In the
Atomic
Valley
pionship
in
the
legislation in the General Assembly." residents during the past year.
active in Vermont. He had founded the
War of 1812, Lyon was approached-by a
In talking with legislators, Pat's age
Deaths reported include E. H. Smith, Independent Basketball League,
sawmill,
building
a
of
Fair
Haven,
town
young
inventor named Robert Fulton,
for
Herman
Rogers
was
leader
Mrs.
often is a disadvantage, She looks age 80, member of the first faculty' of
brick kiln, marble quarry, tannery and
who had invented a steamboat. Due to
younger than 31 and "I spend 20 min- Murray State College, and Oatman H. the program presented at the meeting
leather factory, and a corn and grist his influence, Lyon built a shipyard at
of the Lynn Grove
of the
utes elaborating on my credentials." Trevathan, age 62.
mill. Lyon is said to be the first person
Eddyville and began producing the first
A native of Nashville,she worked her
The Murray State College Rifle Team Methodist Church. She was assisted by
to produce paper from wood pulp.
steamboats ever to navigate western
way through the University of Ten- composed of William Brerbach, Larry Mesdames Sanders Miller, Carl
Being of a political bent, Matthew
waters. Lyon was deeply interested in
nessee before joining United Cities Gas Crabtree, Victor Powell, James Lockhart, Ira Broach, G. P. Hughes,
entered politics as the Representative
helping his old friend Andy Jackson win
Co. in her home town.
Bradstetter, and Charles - Roberts and Bun Crawford.
from Vermont in Congress. He soon
the War of 1812, so he began making
"We operate in six states and I had an
gained a reputation for being the center
steamboats to send to the American
opportunity to learn what the energy
of many contentions and was
soldiers, this work being done without
crunch's all about. I picked up a lot of
nicknamed by a paper of that period,
the formality of a govelment contract.
valaable experience in my contacts
Deaths reported include Mrs. Fannie "The Knight of the Wooden Sword."
Low temperatures - continue in
Consequently, although it is certain
with the Public Service Commission Murray and Calloway County with a Cunningham, age 77.
After a violent disagreement with some
that Lyon in this way aided vict,ory in
and the Federal Power Commission." low of 23 degrees recorded last night.
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churchill an- fellow members, Lyon was tried and
the Battle of New Orleans, which ended
_ A visit to Lexington changed her
The Murray State College Mixed nounce the engagement and ap- convicted u,nder the newly. passed
the war., this shipbuilding venture
•career
Chords, composed of 110 voices, will proaching marriage of their daughter,
eventually ruined him financially.
'I liked what I saw in the town and present the "Crucifixion" by John Minnie Lee, to Thomas Owen Walker, Sedition Act, for which he was fined
In 1B18, when the Jackson Purchase
decided to move. I had no job but a Stainer on March 14 at the college son of Mrs. It. T. Walker and the late $1,000 and sent to prison for four
months.
took
place and the Chickasaw indians
Chamber'
drop
by
the
suggested
I
friend
auditorium. Soloists will be Russel Mr. Walker of Brownsville, Tn.
. About 1798 he decided to take the
were moved to Arkansas, Lyon was
ofCommerce and leave a resume in Oldham, Leslie Knepper,William Petit,
Hickman
and
Tilghman beat
advice of his friend Andrew Jackson
appointed Indian Agent by President
case they had an opening."
and Ray Gill with Russell Phelps as Mayfield beat Wickliffe in opening
move west; Jackson advised him to
Monroe. He moved to Arkansas and
and
Nothing happened and Pat found accompanist. Prof. L. R. Putnam is games of the First Regional Basketball
with his usual vigor, built in a little
take the Ohio'River to the Cumberland,
other emplorrnent. "I needed to eat." director.
Tournament here.
town called Spadra Bluff, where- he
and then find some suitable land not far
• Eventually, the Lexington chamber
lived until his death in 1822.
from Nashville on which to settle. When
called and Pat joined the staff. She
the
as
In 1833, Congress decided that Lyon's
far
Lyon
got
part
of
his
family
as
stayed approximately „15 months"and
conviction for Sedition had been an
Ohio river,loaded with five wagons and
then decided chances for advancement
The halfway mark has been reached
error and voted to return his fine, along
teams, he found that the river was in its
were limited.
1913 by the late Nat Ryan.
in
the construction of the new Murraywith the interest which had accrued.
low stage, not fit for navigation. So he
"I'm. a little bit impatient, and that
Harry J. Fenton of Philadelphia has left the other family members there
road. Workmen have
Coldwater
His son Chittenden, administrator of
around.
I
forced;me to begin shopping
already completed the new bridge taken over the managership of the and went back to Vermont for his wife
Lyon's estate, used part of this money
told the state chamber I was available,
Murray Hosiery Mills.
across Clarks River. to have his father's remains brought
and younger children.
and one day I got word about the Paris
Louise Putnam, Martha Robertson,
Murray State College has received an
back to Eddyville and reburied with the
While he was in Vermont, he sold his
vacancy.."
appropriation of,, $25,000 to purchase .Martha Lou Hayes, and Elizabeth Rhea extensive holdings and supplied himself
rest4
the family in the old Eddrille
misgivings7with
,
.
_
"
- ----She-gppiteclin connection Finney of the-Murray Training Schout with a good supply of leather, .cemetery.
farm
modern
a
equip
and
had no background in agriculture,
with the Agricultural Department, have been chosen to sing in the All-State
Although Lyon County had been first
blacksmith and farming tools, a still or
which is so important in Paris, and I according to Prof. A. Carman of the Chorus on April 30 at Lexington.
Livingston
and later Caldwell County
have
two,
and
a
to
printing
press,
said
figured they would want someone
Births reported in a boy to Mr. and
department.
when Matthew Lyon moved there, it
been made by Benjamin Franklin. At
locally."
Deaths reported include Carlin Mrs. Joe Dill on March 5.
was due to his efforts in Congress that
long last, he was on his way to TenThe chamber gambled on Pat and
Phil Cutchin of Murray High and
age 13, Mrs. Sallie Paschall
Cathey,
the county was able to break away and
nessee; but shortly after traveling
. she learned almost immediately that
Jones; age 69, Mrs. Mettle Ray, Mrs. Haneline of Lynn Grove were named to
become a separate county in 1854.
down the Tennessee River, he was
problems may arise when you're a
Sallie Lamb, age 75, and Mrs. Joe the Third District basketball tourBecause of these efforts, the county was
attracted to a piece of land, decided it
woman in the director's post.
nament team. Sharpe won over Calvert
Wilson, age 78.
would be cheaper Than the land -named for his son, Chittenden Lyon,
"A fe.".' men, especially those in the
purchased the City for the championship.
Ryan
)
Buddy
N.
(
J.
who was later, during the Civil War, to
recommended by Jackson, and decided
upper middle age group, are not acMurray State lost to Western in tie
Ryan Building at Fourth and Main from
gain
the reputation of the "courthouse
to
settle
there.
was
a
The
chose
place
he
about
wOmen
with
talking
to
customed
the estate of the late Joe Ryan for finals of the SIAA BasketbaU toe- small community earlier named
burningest general" of the Civil War.
industrial development, or the $19,700. The building was
erected in nament at Bowling Green.
Eddyville by David Walker, an early
reelocation of a plant. I've seen them
explorer...
shake their heads in amazement when I
Politics still attracted Lyon, and
begin reeling off figures about sewers
when
the local settlers 'found that he
and their' installation."
''And when they were come to the
was on friendly terms with Jackson;
Beale's Bakery was damaged by fire School on March 15 include Harry Lee
Pat's also become ,an expert on
place which is called Calvary there
Henry tlay and many more frontier
they crucified him, and the malethoroughbreds _ since many famous on March 2, with the estimated cost of Waterfield, Dorothy Irvan, Alma Lee
politicians, he was again chosen to go to
Outland, Martha Sue Gatlin, Phillips
factors, one on the right hand, and
the damage being about $5,000.
horse farms lie in the area.
Congress, this time representing
Lynn Greve beat Almo to become McCaslin, Stacy Parks, Laverne
"Most tourists want to see
the other on the left.' Luke 2333
Kentucky. Aaron Burr was at that time,
arn.,
dip tor .innt.tra. Hoy,.
I+
--Secretariat over at Claiborne Farm or champions'of the District Basketball Wallis, Phillip Gardner, James Bishop.
1806, attempting to form an empire for
wed
approproi, th,,ir
they ask if any of the other Kentucky Tournament. Named to the All- Seiburn White, and Tom Rowlett.
himself by joining the !Ads west of the
Miss.Celia Hart has been employed
sinners'
Tournament team were Schroades„
Derby winners are around."
Alleghenies with those of the Louisiana
Although some farms are open to the Moss, and Trevathan of Alrrio High, as teacher in the city school at WynPurchase;
he then proposed to set
public, Pat said it's a good idea to check Waterteld of Murray High, Pogue, C. newood, Okla.
himself up as Emperor of this
11th
Lee
Grove
Donelson
his
of
Lynn
was
on
like
Cothran
honored
"they
really
don't
Doran,
and
because
First
-kingdom.- Lyon worked hard and
people driving up at dinnertime and, High, and Allbritten of New Concord birthday but now 44 years old on Feb. 29
One ilifference between early man
long to foil Burr's plans and succeeded
with a special birthdayLdinner.
High.
interrupting them. Would .your
his modern descendants is seen in
and
in
doing
so;
.
second
this,
Lyon's
was
the
Lovely ne* hats are Matured in
The Murray Woman's Club met
As the top salesman for the comtime to foil Burr; he had cast the 'their preparations for dining. The cave
munity, Pat felt it was necessary to March 8 for the gineral meeting at the ad for Crawford-Hale Company . of
tinvote iginst Aaron - Burr for man hiintea, killed and ate. Civilized
home-of Mrs—Rainey I_ Wells__
Murray_this.week.
- ootftt--#ait-a Unkfti& 4n:ix-Port
miis, nams-arid-TrIOUn131—tt1eman
president
in 1901.
"The Overland Stage" starring Ken "
Members of the cast of the operetta,
'We're making t wine in Bouebon
OR the wall of his dining room
evidnece
4
.
19s
industry
was_.
..hegiaking
to
the.„--Maynari
is thawing at.J.-..4..
" be,preadnUaLliy.
-CountOrt;ii'd he.proud to,put A'ari your • "Gypity Roverz
Can.
,
s
'resyx
its
mark
and
on
,
the
gddyville.
town
of
- Theatre.
.
Music Depart:watt.,of Murray
table '
.'
• ,..

Pat Aliens'

Uniquejob

EchoesFrom-TXe Past

Of The
Wooden Sword

20 Years Ago ,
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The April-- -17 deadline for filing
federal income tax returns is rapidly
approaching. Within- the next few
- months- consumers- will he gathering
cancelled checks and receipts in
preparation for filing their returns.
Whether you decide to prepare your
own tax return or to consult a tax
preparation servlcd, there are several
points you must rernember.
First, whether or not you must file a
tax return with the Internal Revenue
Service(IRS)depends upon the amount
of your income during the past year and
your status as a taxpayer. The tax
forms mailed or provided to you by the

t
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must file a late return, be sure to attach
a full explanation for the delay with
your return.
Mean* tax law requires each taxpayer to keep cancelled checks,
receipts or other records as long as
their contents could be needed for
evaluating your, tar return. Records
that substantiate • your 'income,
deductions or credits on your return
should be kept at least three years from
the date the return was due or filed, or
two years from the date you paid the
tax, whichever occurs later. Some
records, however, especially those
relating to real estate,-should be kept
indefinitely. Copies of your completed
tax returns should also be retained for
your records.
Also, it is very important that you
sip and date your tax return or
beroialted by the EMS.trait& a
return, then both you and your ramie
must sign the form. If you pay someone
to prepare your return for you, then
that person must also sign as the
"preparer." Persons who fill out your
form for free do not have to sign your
return.
Finally, you must remember that
regardless of who prepares the tax
form or assists you in computing the
tax owed, you are responsible for the
accuracy of your return and for the
payment of the correct tax. If an error
is made by you or by the tax
preparation service you hired, you are
still held legally obligated to pay the
proper amount of tax and any penalty
or interest that is assessed.
The Internal Revenue Service has
established a toll free telephone service
to answer consumer's federal tax
questions. While the IRS does occasionally monitor these calls, no
record is maintained of the taxpayer's
name, address, or social security
number. In Kentucky, tatpayers can
call 1-800-292-6570 for information.
Lexington residents can use a local city
number at 255-2333, and Louisvillians
can call 584-1361. If you need tax forms,
schedules or free IRS publications,
these items can be ordered by writing
"Forms Distribution Center," P. 0.
Box 636, Florence, Kentucky 41042. Tax
forms are also available at IRS offices
• or your local banks and post offices.
The Consumer Protection Division of
the Office of the Attorney General
- hopes that this general tax information
can answer some basic questions about
federal tax return law. While we cannot
_as,sist you.in Keparing
return, our office is available to mediate your consumer complaints. We
have found that we can most effectively
handle your complaint if it's in written
form, and encourage you to write us at
Office of. the Attorney General, Consumer Protection Division, Frankfort',
Kentucky 40601. If you need in. forniaiion or have an emergency
situation, you can call our toll free
number at 1-800-372-2960 for assistance.
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Editor
H I:enr McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Tunes is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,4'hristfIlilS Day New Year's Day and Thanksgo.ing
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101 N 4th St
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Fla,Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42071
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by
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To the customers and friends of the

; no •

a

The entire staff of the Bank of Murray expresses its appreciation for your
patronage. We consider it a priviledge to be a part of this growing community and hopefully our growth has contributed to the growth of our
people.
It is always satisfying to look back upon progress. However, we fully
realize growth and service to the community calls for an alert response to
the present and future needs of the individuals, organizations and
businesses of the city and county.These objectives have been the policy
of the Bank of Murray.
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1977

1967
31,402,691
29,113,210
19,509,236
367,563
14,466
60,000
65

Total Assets
Deposit Growth
Loan Growth
Interest Paid
State and County Taxes
Dividends Paid
Number.of Employees

91,647,855
83,744,111
57,300,196
3,628,059
76,628
148,00089

DIRECTORS
JAMES DALE CIOPTON
JOE DICK
UDELL ERVVIN
EURIE GARLAND
JAMES E. GARRISON

11741
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. •
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DAVID PARKER
L WELIS PURDOK-Sr.
Dr.JOHN C QUERTERMOUS
MARY WARREN SANDERS
AUDREY W.SIMMONS,Sr.

Bank Of Murray
a

•

HUGH GINGLES
Dr. JAMES C HART
MAX B. HURT
JAMES M.LASSITER
WELLS OVERBEY

Lk

-EAST , AURORA,
N.Y.—Fisher-Price Toys
apFriday
distributed
proximately $3.2 million to
some 4,200 employees in five
U. S. facilities as the second
installment on profit sharing
for the 1977 year.
An additional $1.3 million
from profit sharing was
allocated to a pension fund
established 41,976.
Combined vtith the first
installment, which paid in
December,total profit sharing
amounted to $7.2 million, the
most in the 42-year history of
the plan.
.•
apamount - is
The
proximateW $800,000 more
than the 1978 total.
Overall, it is the equivalent
of 111.8 percent of each employee's eligible wages.
Of the $7.2 million total,
approximately $2.3 million
was set aside to fund the
pension program. The actual
distribution may be taken in
cash or invested in a diversified fund for use at
retirement, for new home
purchasing the college tuition,
'and- for use in extreme

medical emergency.
.
Nearly 3,800 participants
work in the three Western
New York plants of FisherPrice (East Aurora, Holland,
and Medina), and the rest in
the company's 500,000 sq. ft.
facility in Murray, Kentucky;
and in a small facility in
Brownsville, Texas.
Begun in 1936, profi,t sharing
at Fisher-Price involves all U.
S. employees who have
worked with the 'company
eight weeks or longer. It is
based on M percent of pretax
profits. The total distribution
nas averaged over 15 percent
oLemployee wages for the last
several years.
"We are very pleased with
this record distribution," said
Henry H. Coords, president of
Fisher-Price. "Last year was
very . good for us. Our 18
percent growth (from $181
million to $214 million) was
three times that of the toy
industry, and we were successful in broadening international markets."
Based on the reactions of
buyers and retailers to 1978
lines, Coords predicted record
volume for the company this
yew':

Some 400 employees at the Murray plant participated in Profit Sharing. Total
Amount distributed was over $380,000, with approximately $246,000 distributed as
part of the March payment.

Bank of Murray's
Stockholders Meet
The annual stockholders'
meeting of the Bank of
- Murray was held today at 10
a.m, at the University Branch
of the bank on North Twelfth
Street.

Stockholders 'were
presented with an annual
report showing the statement
of condition and statements of
income along with operating
expenses. The report_ also
contains, among other things,
a five-year summary of
operation and a graph
showing the distfibtition of the
gross income.
Certified public accountants
have examined the above
'statements in'accordance with
generally accepted auditing
standards and issued the
following statement: "In our
financial
the
opinion,
statement presents fairly the
financial position of the Bank

of Murray at December 31,
1977, and the results of its
operations, changes in its
stockholders' equity, and
changes • in its financial
position for the year then
ended in conformity with
acaccepted
generally
counting principles applied on
a consistent basis"
The officers, directors, and
staff of the Bank of Murray
are constantly striving to
provide the best in banking
services for the community,
while at the same time
making its stockholders' investment safe and attraetive,
a spokesman

Bruce Thomas, Chief
Executive Officer of Murray
Branch of the 98 year old
organization, said that
Cochran will also continue to
serve as Advisor to the
Murray Board along with
other advisory members, W.
R. "Bob" Perry, Ronald W.
Churchill, and Marshall P.
Jones.
The Murray Office opened
in 1969 and is now the largest
Branch of the 75 Million dollar
Savings and Loan Association.
In making the announcement,
Thomas said, "We are indeed
fortunate and delighted that
Mr. Cochran has accepted this
unique opportunity to serve
the interest of Murray Savings
and Loan customers in this
dual capacity."
Clifton Cochran was born to
Zelpha Hargrove Cochran and
the late Virgil Cochran, and
reared -In-the Penny and Stella
communities. He attended
Murray Training School and
in 1938, married Laura Nell
Nanney. He served in World
War II with the 40th Quartermasters Corps in the
Pacific and theKorean

Michael Wood Named
LIFE UNDERWRITERS—Officers of the Murray Association of the Life Underwriters of
the National Association of Life Underwriters, professional organization of life insurance general agents and managers, are, left to right, Gene 0. Miller, 2nd Vice
President, Bobby Joe Nanney, Treasure, Jessie Arnold, Secretary, Jerry Bolls, 1st Vice
President, and David Travis, President. As the oldest and largest trade association of its
type in the world, NALU is intimately concerned with the interests of the insurancebuying public, as well as the interests of those engaged in life insurance selling, Travis
said. The Murray Association has as its goal to bring about a clearer understanding and
appreciation of life insurance and to instill among career life underwriters an impelling
desire to achieve professional competence and the highest standards of ethical conduct, the Murray officer said.

Advertising Director
FORT WORTH, TX — J.
Michael Wood has been appointed retail advertising
sales promotion director for
Radio Shack's nationwide
electronics store chain. He
will report to Lewis F. Kornfeld, the company's president.

FaRrilER3 I

You can stop in for a confidential chat on financial
ters any weekday.

Rana-En
rauucicuaRD
Choose from a selection of flexible'
insurance plans to Protect. your farm, home,
and personal property.
We'can take your choice of MULTIGUARD
coverages and combine them into one
Com_prehensive package of protection for
your property, plus insurance for most of
the liability exposures yo0 and your family
may face during personal activities.
See us today about a personalized
MULTIGUARD insurance plan for your
farm and family.

Reliability And
Friendly Service
FREE
DELIVERY

The Clinic Pharmacy

Bel Air Shopping Center

•
•
•
•

Wood, who had been sales
promotion manager since
1975, joined Radio Shack in
1974 as contest director. In his
new position he will be
responsible for the company's
and
radio,
television
advertising
newspaper
programs, as well as for
special promotions for the
company's stores.
Before joining Radio Shack,
Wood served in a variety of
sales management and
promotional capacities with
Texas Refinery Corporation
from 1967 to 1974. From 1966 to
1967 he taught high school
English and journalism at
Burleson High School in
Burleson, Texas.
- A graduate of Texas
Wesleyan College in Fort
Worth, Wood is listed in Who's
Who Among Students in
American Colleges and
Universities, and is a member
of Sigma Tau Delta national
honorary English fraternity
and Alpha Psi Omega national
honorary dramatic fraternity.
In addition, he received first
place honors as editor of
Texas'- best small colleg-e--newspaper two years in a row;
received third place honors as
editor of Texas' third ranked
college annual, and third
place award in small college
newspaper editorial writing.

*Office Machines *Calculators .Desk Sets
*Complete Office Ensembles

314 Main Street
Kentucky 42071,
--7-537-1nXr.

re'y,

III' • 4

-"2.

Safeguard your biggest investment with a comprehensive, onepremium Homeowner's Policy. Insure it against every mishap:

Call 753-4451

PURDOM & THURMAN)
Insurance Agency

nalisrn fraternity and Kappa
Sigma social fraternity. While
in school he also served as a
crime reporter for the
Columbia Missourian.
Originally from San Diego,
Wood now lives in Fort Worth
with his wife Diane. He is a
member of the Advertising
Club of Fort Worth and the
Marketing
and
Sales
Executives to Fort Worth.
Radio Shack, a division of
Tandy Corporation (NYSE
has more than 6,000 stores and
dealers in all 50 states and
Canada. Tandy Corporation
recently announced that for
the first time in the company's
history annual sales exceeded
one billion dollars.
Radio Shack manufactures
and sells an exclusive line of
home entertainment products
And electronic components
including the Radio Shack
TRS-80
Microcomputer
System, Realistic stereo
equipment, portable radios,
tape recorders and citizens
band
radios,
two-way
Micronta electronic test instruments , Archer antennas,
Science Fair and ArcherKit
electronic and hobby

100 printed sheets plus
50 matching envelopes
COLORS wactivood
Gray, Bordered Beige,
Natural Beige and Dove
Gray.

Clifton Cochran
Fisher-Price Employees

FOR ALL YOUR OFFICE NEEDS!

•
•

Insure It Properly

Wood
his
continued
postgraduate studies at the
University of Missouri in
Pitons 753-4751
Columbia, Missouri, where he
became a member of Sigma
Delta Chi professional jourFM)
FIREMAN'S
-..--

FRIEND

•

Conflict. He later was
associated with the National
Stores, Inc., from 1946-55,
ser*ig as Manager of the
stores in Benton, Ky., and
Springfield,Tn., from 1956-74,
He and Bradburn Hale, were

Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

If you have a choice, you'll
save money by entering a
hospital on a Tuesday. Experts say Friday is the worst day to enter, because
you'll just be waiting for
when
all
Monday
necessary tests can be performed.

Come in and stock up on all
your first aids, vitamins and
supplies now!

partners in Graham-Jackson,
a Murray downtown clothing
store, where t still workes as
saleman and advisor.
Clifton Cochran is a
member—at the University
Church of Chiral, where he,
has served as a deacon for the
past 15 years. He was a
member of the Murray lions
Club for 21 years. The
Cochrans have,two dou0ers:
Mrs. Bobby (Shirley) Martin
and Mrs. Dickie (Linda)
one grandHodge, -and
daughter Janie Lynn Martin.

Clifton Cochran, prominent
Murray businessman, has
been elected to the Board of
Directors, Hopkinalittle
Federal Saving and Loan
Association, Hopkinsville.
Kentucky, one of the oldest
and largest financial instutions in Western Kentucky.
He will fill the unexpired
term of the late J. Noble Hall
who served for many years as
Board Chairman of the
—
aSsoctation.

••
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Balanced Lone Oak
urray
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There's,pnly one way to beat
Lone Oak: keep ,them from
shooting. And since that's just
_about impossible to do, then
you may gather that Lone Oak
-ITCIOte to unbeatable..
For a few minutes, it appeared Murray High might try
an stop Lone Oak from
shooting by simply not
themselves.
shooting
- However, Lone Oak found
other ways to score, like using
their defense, and wound up
running to an linpressiVe 65-46
win over the Tigers Friday in
the semifinals of the First
, Region Tournament.
In their first tournament
,
'gorne-,1tie-Plit.ple Flash mane
35 to 50 field goal attempts for
a remarkable 70 per cent
pace. They were off Friday
Oak made
. .
night.Lone
"only" 20 of 33 for a .606 mark.
As they did in a regular
season game when they lost
M-18 at Mayfield, the Tigers
started off in a slowdown.
looked like it was going
to be a complete stall," Lone
Oak coach Albert Norris said.
"Nobody has let the air out
THE BOMBER — David Wilkins of Lone Oak fires up one from
the ball on us this season
of
Cary
coach
where
bench
about 30 feet, in front of the Tiger
and I wasn't sure how we
Miller watches with his -hood resting on Me- hand: Whiffs
would handle it and I have to
scored 11 points in the Lone Oak win.
say we were concerned about
it. But then in the second
quarter, we got Brent Dreher
in foul trouble and when they
continued to play slowdown
ball, it helped us and we were
content to let them play it
their way.
"Then in the last half, we
went into a man-to-man
defense and they were- forced
tospeectit up. Fortunately, we
didn't get anyone else in foul
trouble and we were able to
blow it open in the end,"
- Norris added.
Murray trailed 6-4 three
minutes into the game but
Lone Oak,taiiing advantage of
a couple of costly turnovers by
the Tigers, spurted .1or five
consecutive points and moved
out to a 13-4 lead before
Murray scored the final four
points of the first period to
trail 13-8.
Murray trailed 21-15 with
just three minutes left in the
half but Jeff Kursave scored
on a five-footer then Frank
Gilliam followed with a layup
and the Tigers were down just
21-19.
With seven seconds left in
the half and the score still 2119, Ed Harcourt went to the
line. He made .the first free
. throw but missed the second
and Willie Perry rebounded.
He was fouled and made both
shots, giving Murray High a

to hold the
22-21 lead at halftime.
High coach Cary Miller said. good shots and not
The two teams traded
But it wasn't particularly ball. We didn't want to get a
baskets to start the second whit they did to us, it -was running game with them. We
half before David Wilkins what we didn't do that hurt wanted to play a walking
game. We wanted them to
gunned in a 20-footer to give us," Miller added.
we dictated and
Lone Oak a 25-24 lead and the
What Murray didn't do was play the style
Purple Flash never trailed take their time when they they did for a long time.
"We ended up losing by 19
again.
,worked inside. instead of
With 3:28 left in the-period, waiting, the Tigers jachedthe but we missed ennugh easy,
Lone Oak led 30-28 but four ball up and at times, looked shots that if we'd hit them, we
could have won by 15. Our kids
consecutive free throws quite sloppy.
a lot Of self-discipline
showed
followed ?by a basket from
Time and_ time again,
inside by Bruce Dreher made Murray High blew wide-open and stuck with the game plan.
it a 36-28 Lone Oak lead. Lone shpts. And 'on a number of Fin awfully proud of this club
Oak hit seven of 10 frorn the occasions in the third and for what they've done- this
year. •
field in the period.
fourth periods, Lone Oak had
'We only had one player
Murray managed to pull wick-open shots from 20 feet
within five at 39-34 going into out. . . of course they made with experience (Frank
Gilliam) when we started but
the final period. Then Lone them.
Oak ran off the first six points
"We just missed so many now we have nine experienced
players and I'm looking
of the last quarter and it was easy shots," Miller said.
all-over.,
"And when you try to play forward to next season,"
With just over two minutes the type Of game we played, Miller added._
For Murray, which ends up
left in the game, Lone Oak led you have to go for the per51-41. In a span of 100 seconds, centage shots and make them with a -12-12 record, Gilliam
scored 14 points and was the
the Purple Flash went to the too," the Tiger coach said.
free throw line and made 12 of
"We were still in good shape only player in double figures.
For Lone Oak, which for the
13 attempts while during that going into the last quarter but
same period, Murray could they spent the whole quarter last two years had been ousted
make only one field goal.
at the free throw line and we in the regional by Murray
The lead soared to 20 points didn't get much of an op- High, Tidwell scored 20 points
while Brent Dreher added 16
with' 45 seconds- left when
portimity to go there.
Stan
sophomore
Barry Tidwell hit two from the
"Our game plan was to get and
Shumaker and senior David
stripe for a 63-43 cushion.
Wilkins scored 14 and 11
"They were as tonsil as I
respectively. Lone Oak will
thought they'd be," Murray
carry a 22-2 record into
tonight's 81i. m. title game.

'Breds Open
Season, Nip
Hawaii 4-2

Murray State Opened its
baseball sealidn and a few
eyes Friday evening with a 4-2
win over the University of
Hawaii.
The 'Breds haven't even
been outside since last fall but
yet managed to grab the win
in the 111'd-of an eight-game
stand at Hawaii. Murray will
also be playing Oklahoma.
The 'Breds -left Murray
Thursday and stopped in Los
Angeles to scrimmage
Southern Cal. The team will
return to Murray next Friday.

MOW 111611
ft-fta
fg-fga
2-4
34
Harcourt
44
2-6
Perry
0-0
2-5
Boone
64
4-10
Gilliam
0-0.
1-3
Taylor
6.41
Bradshaw..
04
1-1
Swift
04
2-3
Kursave
0-1
1-1
Hibbrusl:
12-17
17-42
Totals

rb pf M
2 1
6 3 8
0 5 4
5 2 14
1 4. 2
2 1, 2
0 3 2
0 2 4
1
21 21 44

LON OAS
ft-fta
fg-fga
6-7
7-11
Tidwell
0-0
Bruce Dreher. 1-1
8-10
'
Brent Dreher . 4-5
64
44
Shumaker.
54
34
Wilkins
0-0
0-0
Hauser
0-0
0-1
Felker
0-1
4141
Hobhs
0-0
0-0
Hancock
04
1-1
Watts.
25-32
20-33
Totals

rb pf
5 3
2.4
4 3
4 1
2 0
1 0
3 2
,1
0 1
Q. Q
2/ 15 25

Murray
Lone Oak

It 14 12 12-46
13 8 14 M-65

HOWARD SCONE of the Tigers drives to the inside to put up
a skit on Brent Dreher(20)of the 'Flesh defends. teens,.6-4
loonier, gained a lot of experience this season end 4kould bee
key fee the Tigers next year.

"MINI

l
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Swift Scores Two

High School Scores
By The Associated Press
6th Region
Boys Games
Lou DeSales 64 Lou Butler
1st Region
57
Lone Oak 65 Murray 46
Lou Central 78 Lou Doss 73
Mayfield 73 Pad Tilghman
7th Region
53
Lou Manual 78 Lou Moore 75
3rd Region
8th Region
Drakesboro 80 Daviess Co 66
Oldham Co 67 Grant Co 52
Oboro Apollo 85 Hancock Co
Shelby Co 89 Bullitt Central
62
43
4th Region
9th Region
Franklin-Simon 54
Cov_ Holmes 60_Newport 54
Edmonson Co 52
10th Region
Bowling Green 70 Glasgow 'Paris 74 Mason Co 65
51
Maysville 60 Bourbon Co 57
5th Region
11th Region
Washington Co 70 Caverna
Station 58 Rich
Bryan
Lox
Remodel
But Only To
67
Madison 49
Elizabethtown 67 Taylor Co
Lox Henry Clay 74 Madison
To Better Serve Yoti!
64 OT
Central 62
+
12th Region
Danville64 Laurel Co 58 - Wayne Co 77 Russel Co 72 2
13th Region
Cumberland 58 Corbin 53
14th Region
Knott Central 83 Hazard
79
Fleming-Neon 68 Breathitt
Co62
15th Region
Virgie83 McDowell 70
. Will Present
Belfry 76 Sheldon Clark 67
Selections From
16th Region
Ashland 57 Greenup.Co 45
Rowan Co 74 Elliott Co 71
Girls Games
2nd Region
Crittenden Co 52 Providence
By
46
BACH
A
8th Region
with
Lou Butler 82 Lou Holy
Rosary 69
Soloists - Margaret Porter, Larrie Clark
Lou Western 58 Lou Valley

YOU TAKE IT — Ed Harcourt(11) of the Tigers looks around
for someone to pass the boll off to while he hangs in midair.
Harcourt a junior scored eight points in the loss to Lone Oak.

PAGLIAI'S CLOSED?
Yes, we're sorry too.
But We Will Be Closed
March 13, 148 15

Sunday 10:45 A.M.

The Chancel Choir Of

First Christian Church
St. Matthew's Passion

Coming
Soon

Uncle Lee
Sporting
Goods
Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
Everything You
Could WantIn
Sporting Goods Atm

4-

1

DISCOUNTPRICES!
Name Brand Hunting-Fishing
And Athletic Equipment

56
String Quartet - Mary Curtis Taylor, Lynda Johnson, Carol Sleeth,
.
SOBlei Carp:* •
.
_

13th Region
Gaw00.digan400

111111116M114151PlitimiliallIMMINMOMet
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Mayfield Waltzes
y g ma
t17343
seven rebounds.
By MIRE BRANDON
school at 5:15, Don was sitting damage. Sophomore Wes
"Mills was the one who
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
there in the dressing room. He Mills, playing his best game of really hurt us, " Miller said.
Bernie Miller didn't get his knew t could be his last his career, scored the first six_
-He didn't play that well
fifth but Don Hubbard did get chance at playing and he said Mayfield points of the game.
against Hickman County
a couple of shots,
Mayfield trailed just once in
he'd do all he could.
Tuesday and he hadn't really
Miller, hoping his Paducah.
"He'd been really sick the game, 12-10 buy by the end played well in his last two or
Tilghman club would get its 1p-earlier in the day. and had of the first period, led 18-14
three games. He got their first
fifth shot this season at Lone
already received two shots," and from there on, they were six points and kept right on
incomplete control.
Oak in the championship
Fields added.
going,- Miller asIded.
Hubbard played all of the'
game tonight at the First
When the game started,
Tilghman closes the season
Region Tournament, was left
Hubbard was on the bench and secondperiod because the 6-8 with a 21-7 record.
with one of his inost..stinging
the shots were left up to his Youngblood recorded his third
Fields said he felt the
defeats ever. /
teammates. And the shots the foul with 7:14 left in the half. performance by his club was
Where Youngblood left off
And Hubbard, the 6-6 senior
Cardinals fired in problably
their best of the season.
forward from Mayfield, had a
hurt Tilghman more than the on the boards and on in"Every one played real well
lot to do with it as the Cap- ' Shots Hubbard received for his timidating Tilghman defen- for us. But the key was the
sively,'Hubbard picked up.
dinals mauled faftd. Tilgh- intestinal flu.
boards.. Webeat them on the
By the end of the quarter,
man 73-53.
When Tilghman won 70-64
boards and our guards beat
Word began circulating
Tuesday in the quarterfinals, the courageous Hubbard was their guards," Fields added.
it was 6-3t2 Richard Abraham barely able to get up and down
around the MSU Sports Arena
Mayfield will carry a 22-5
an hour before the game that and 6-1 Chris Davis supplying the floor. But the same true . record into tonight's 8 p.m.
the offensive fire power for the for Tilghman as Mayfield led' title clash with Lone Oak. The
Hubbard would not play. And
Blue Tornado as the pair 34-24 at halftime.
of course, nearly everybody
teams have not met this
"We let him play a little too
combined for 54 points in the
wrote Mayfield off, since they
season.
long when David was out with
win OVer Marshall County.
had already been beaten
MAYHEW
rb pt tp
h-fta
fg-fga
against foul trouble. The told us not to
Friday
But
earlier in the'season at home
7 2 21
3-3
9-15
Mayfield, the Blue Tornado play him for more than four Shelton
by Tilghman.
7 1 6
0-0
3-9
Hubbard
6 5 10
0-0
5-7
But it didn't work like that.
was little more than a -breeze. minutes at a time." Fields Yomigblood
2016
2-3
74
Mills
They were blown out under said.
Playing more like North
2 1 0
0-0
0-1
Clymer
4 4 14
While Hubbard sat out all Buck.... 6-9 2-3
or
Kentucky, the boards by Mayfield. They
Carolina
0 0 2
0-0
1-1
Mayfield pulverized Tilgh-. were outshot and outhustled.- but 'a minute of the second widiams.
2
0
0
0-0
1-1
Muss
32 13 73
7-9
33-54
And believe it or not, half, everyone else picked up Totals .
man. They made it look easy
Abraham, who had 15 field the pace. Joey Shelton had a
arid, they did it with Hubbard
INGISSIA11
rb pf tP
ft-ft.
fg-fga
goals Tuesday, did not make a phenomonal game, scoring
praying just 12:04 of the game.
4 2 15
14
...7-14
from all over the floor and Dew
simple shot from the field.
• "He wasn't in school today
44- 3-4 I T
Abraham
4
2-2
2
1-2
"We just weren't ready to working with animal-like Roberson
and when I went to his house
4
04
14
4
Lambert.
play," Tilghman coach Bernie strength'under the boards,
at '3:30 p.m:, he had a 1022-2
1 2 16
8-17
Bonk
12
0-1 0 ) 2
1-1
Shelton finished with
Gardner
Miller said.
degree temperature. By 4:45,
0 0
1-2
....34
"They had people big points while Mills had 16, Overstreet
I called and his mother said he
21 10 53
9-14
mos
Totals
Youngblood
enoilOit to stop us inside. Mark Buck 14 and
was worse and .wouldn't even
18 16 14 25-73
Mayfield
Actually, we haven't been that 10. Hubbard scored six but had Tilghman
make the bus trip to Murray,
14 10 10 19-53
tough inside. Davis and Abe
said Coach Rogers Fields.
both get most of their points
"But when I arrived at the
from outside.
"And when you have to
shoot over 6-6 and 6-8 people,
it's going to hamper your
Fiat*.
It was the same
shooting.
asss
LONE OAK vs. Mayfield by seven_
situation with the rebounding.
Our people just weren't big
LOWES vs. Carlisle County by 15
enough to get the ball of the
ovc
Western Kentucky vs. SYRACUSE by
-boards," Miller added.
A West Regional doubleBy KEN RAPPOPOBT
16
Actually, it was Mayfield's
High School Record: 149-47 t .790).
header at Eugene, Ore., feaAP Sports Writer
°VC: 89-28 761
guards who did the most
tured Arkansas of the SouthTotal 228-75 (7760)
—Cinderella" is a cliche in
west Conference vs. Weber
but
—
basketball
college
of the Big Sky and PacifState
Norm Stewart says if the ic-8 champion UCLA against
slipper fits, he'll wear it.
Kansas of the Big Eight. In
"It's one of the greatest
West doubleheader at
another
things that has happened for Tempe, Ariz., San Francisco
the individuals involved," of the West Coast Athletic
says the Missouri basketball
North
met
Conference
coach. "Something like this
of the Atlantic Coast
Carolina
doesn't happen very often, but
Conference and Western
when it does it's great for the
Athletic Conference champion
school, the team, the conNew Mexico tackled Fullerton
ference and the fans."
the winner of the
State,
Stewart,of course, pilots the
Pacific Coast Athletic Assorecord
only team with a losing
ciation.
in the NCAA pleyoffs this year
In a Mideast doubleheader
the
in
first
a
— possibly
Indianapolis, Big Ten
at
history of the prestigious
champion Michigan State met
tournament.
Miami of the
for Providence and
something
"It's
Mid-American Conference
everyone to hang their hats
played defending national
on," notes Stewart as his team
Marquette. At
champion
prepares to meet Utah Sunday
Tenn., it was
Knoxville,
in a firstround game of the
of the Ohio
Kentucky
Western
Midwest Regionals at Wichita,
Valley Conference against
Kan.
Syracuse and Southeastern
The Tigers won the Big
Conference winner Kentucky
Eight playoffs last week in a
vs. Florida State.
surprising turnabout. They
came out of that tournament
with a hot hand, but only a 1415 season's record.
"They are playing very
gotil basketball now," said
SKIING —
Utah Coach Jerry Pirnm of
big David
LAAX, Switzerland —
Missouri. "In order to beat
NO WAY TO STOP HIM — There's no way to stop
goes
Iowa State, Nebraska and Ulrich Spiess of Austria
Youngblood (6-8) once he gets the boll inside. Youngblood
lane.
the
inside
from
-pointer
Kansas State on successive scored one of the biggest
two
up here for an easy
nights, they have to have been upsets of the ski season when
playing extremely well. And he raced to his first ever
from all the information we World Cup victory in the
•
can gather, their team is downhill event.
playing as good as they've' Garmisch, 22, tackled the
twisting 3,400-meter course in
played ail season."
- In the other half of-the Mid- 1 minute, 57.96 seconds. Franz
west doubleheader at Wichita, Klammer was second in
midv.'estern independent De- 1:58.18, which moved the AusPaul meets Creighton, the trian to the top of the overall
Missouri Valley Conference standings with 82 points.
GOLF
champion with the best record
MIAMI — Rookie Ed Fiori
in the NCAA field, 25-2.
Another Midwest double- was the leader after the comheader- Sunday at Tulsa, pletion of the rain-interrupted
Okla., features Southwest first round of the $200,000
Conference champion Houston Doral Open.
Fiori had a 7-under-per 65.
against Notre Dame and
Louisville of the Metro Con- Five men with 67s all comference against St. John's, the pleted play Thursday before a
steady rain flooded the course.
pride of New York City.
The second round will be
be
will
Regionals
The East
held on Sunday, too, at two played Saturday.
East
one
In
sites.
doubleheader at Charlotte,
YOUR PAPER?
MISS)
N.C., Atlantic Coast ConSabealsws who hays mei
ference champion Duke plays
received *sir .beme.dellvereil
Rhode Island and Furman of
copy .4Th. Money Wiper &
the Southern Conference
Timm by 5:30 p.m. Mereiery•
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3 convenient sizes . . .
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Short Shots From
Land Between The lakes

,

• -.. Spring turkey hunts in
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes will be held April 12-23,
1978, in both Kentucky and
Tennessee. Hunting will be
allowed all day.
Turkey hunting permits will
be available to the public free
of charge upon presentation of
a valid- state license after
March 15 at the Central Information station, Golden
e,1
Pond, K-entucky, from 7 a.m. to
5 pin.-weekdays and from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and
Sundays; at Center Station in
the Environmental Education
Center and at the North information station for 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily. The permits are
also availble at the County
• Clerk's office in Dover;
Tennessee, from 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. Monday,. Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday from 8
a,m. to 12 m. Wednesday and
•
_
"Satiirca-y-; and at -CruTcher's
Grocery on Tennessee Highway 49._

.

Inside Out Rene

-

-

For additional information Bald Eagle Project directed
contact Wildlife Management ,by Alexander Sprunt, National,
Unit, TVA, Land Between the Audubon Society.
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
-Bag It" On March 25,078
42231, Telephone • (502) 9245602.
A massive spring litter
Eagle Census Taken
pickup entitled "Bag It" will
at TVA's _
be conducted in _Land ,BetLand Between The Lakes
ween The Lakes in connection
- Authorities at Tva's -Land with National Wildlife week.
Between The Lakes sighted 41 Project "Bag It" will be held
eagles during the 18thanntuti March 25, 1978 with ineagle census taken at the dividuals
and
groups'
170,000-acre public outdoor registering between 8 a.m and
area in western Kentucky and 12 m. at north, central and
Tennessee.
south information stations.
Observers reported 39 bald The general public is invited.
eagles (5 adults and 34 im- Following the afternoon acmatures) and 2 golden eagles. tivity, participants are invited
This is the highest tally of bald to a buffalo feed from 3 to 5
eagles since 1972 when 40 were p.m. at Fenton airstrip just off
sighted.
U. S. Highway 68 at the
The census is part 9f the Eggner's Ferry Bridge.
Mississippi
Valley
For further information
Cooperative Bald Eagle Study contact "Bag It," TVA, Land
under the chairmanship of Between The Lakes, Golden
Elton Fawks, Moline, Illinois. Pond, KY 42231, telephone
The Mississippi Valley census (502) 924-5602.
is part of a 5-year Continental

• r't 001,•

Annual Phone Suvey
To Be Conducted
In March

the Sportsman's Corner

The Division of Game
Management is conducting its
annual Phone surverMarch 6b Tec Mc- Cawley, Remington Wild Life Expert
year, 3,000
16. Each
households are called and, if
there is a hunter in the
RULES AND REGULATIONS
household, a brief questionMARKET naire on the numbtr_ of hun•Ntlii
SFORT NONTING
$TILL F;QUATE
ALANY tk PLESctiRTSMEN
10(7AY HAVE LITTLE IN COMMON
HUNTING'BUT
ting trips and- kinds and
wim Those oF -n4E LAST c-EtcruRY.wrrNess:
amounts of game taken will be
-•••••••.„.
forwarded to the household.
11 \
)
/
'BEFORE THE(900'S, The hunter is asked to comMANY DIFFERENT
plete the questionnaire and
SPECIES OF WILDLIFE return it to the department.
WERE KILLED FOR
THEIR MEAT,FUR - This survey furnishes inR EATHERS
formation on hunter success
NLUDING EGRETS
BEAVER AND DEER. and game harvested and is a
useful-tool for keeping a check
_
on long term wildlife
population trends. The calls
will be made in the evenings.

9

PAY,HUNTING IS
CAREFULLY RE-GU LATed,AND SPORTSMEN MUST ADHERE
DATES
PO CALENDAR
BAG LIMITS,HOURS
AND METHODS OF
HUNTING

Snow,Cold Cause
Little Damage To
• Department Holdings

etX T

`i;e4
/

RESEARCHORS AT
Rem‘NGTON ARMS URGE
• STRiCT ADHERENCE, TO
GAME LAWS,ESPECIALLY

••./

• THOSE THAT HAVE SEEN
ENACTED TO PROTECT

WILDLiF-E DURING THE
11 NESTING AND RAISING
-STAGES SURVIVAL OP
WILDLIFE DEPENDS
,
ON iT,

.
;k

.

-
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A check with division
directors in late February
indicates that, at this point, no
Serious damage has been
inflicted on departmental
holdings due to the severe
winter weather. While it's too
early to gauge the possible
effects on wildlife populations,
game management Director
Joe Bruna has noted that food
plots on the department's
wildlife management areas
(WMAs) have been almost
completely consumed,
primarily by deer, quail and

song birds. On the fisheries
side officials are anticipating
some farm pond fish kills
again this year, but are asking
pond owners to wait until this
spring to draw any conclusions. If the fishing does
prove unproductive this
spring, pond owners should
contact their county COs for
management assistance information and possible
restocking this fall and the
following spring.

Trout Stocking
Schedule Finalized

The trout trucks will start
rolling in March with the first
stockings slated for Laurel
River and Woods Creek lakes.
This year's trout stocking
schedule is about the same as
last year, with only the Carr
Fork Lake tailwaters added.
For the first year, trout
produced at Wolf Creek
National Fish Hatchery, near
Wolf Creek Dam on Lake
Cumberland, are available
Dates, Locations Set
and will add 15,000 trout to the
For 'Fishing Unlimited'
number stocked in Kentucky,
Again this spring the boosting the total to 330,000.
will
be
department
Corps Approves Contract
cooperating with the KenBarkley Creel Survey
For
tucky Department of Parks in
two "Fishing Unlimited"
The final piece completing
weekends. The first is slated
comcooperative
for Lake Cumberland State the
Resort Park April 7-9, with the prehensive creel survey for
second at Rough River Lake the twin lakes of far western
State Resort Park April 14-16. Kentucky has fallen into place
The rates at both programs with the sighing of a contract
will be $46.50 per adults, based between the Army Corps of
double occupancy of .a Enginners and the departlodge room or cabin,$30.00 per ment. The corps had agreed to
person for campers and, for fund in the hiring of a creel
the first, ;15.10 for any child clerk for Lake Barkley while
accompanying two paying the department will pay the
adults. The fee entitles par- wages of creel clerks on
ticipants to two night's Kentucky Lake and in the two
lodging, six meals and the tailwaters. The Tennessee
right to compete for seven wildlife department has a
trophies. Several fishing clerk to run the survey on the
equipment manufactures will Tennessee section of the
be on hand to display their Kentucky Lake and the
wares and experts at fishing Tennessee Valley Authority at
will speak at the nightly Land Between the Lakes
programs. Interested Person (LBL) is running a creel
should contact the park of survey along its shoreline and
their choice or Ed Henson with has agreed to process the
the Department of Parks in data. The cooperative venture
includes both lakes and both
Frankfort (502-564-5410).

TANNING DEMONSTRATIONS HELD AT LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES
A series of tanning workshops was held recently at Empire Farm in the northern portion of Land Between The Lakes. The final workshop in the series will be held March
11-12,1978.
Agnes Bender of Pope County, Illinois, spreads salt over her hide to accelerate its
drying during the hide tanning process. Ms. Bender and Jackie Beasley of hand Between The Lakes, place their bides in a pickruvorution to prepare them for tanning.
Mike and Marianne Carpenter of Princeton, and Edwird Matthews of Sikeston, MO
(Bottom), work to prepare their hides for tanning during the workshop held at Empire
Farm in Land Between The Lakes.
The workshops demonstrate the Krome Tan method of preparing animal hides. This
process indudes preparing, pickling oiling and finishing the skin.
For additional information contact TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone(582)924-5602.
TVA Photos by Vickie Masden
tailwaters.
Coyote And Coy bog
Questionnaires Needed
The Division of Game
Management reminds COs
that the questionnaire sent to
them by the division concerning coyotes and coy dogs
was due to. their regional
supervisors February 28. The
survey, which is to be forwarded from the supervisors
to the Frankfort office by
March 7, is being conducted to
the
guage
generally
population and distribution of
coyotes and coy dogs in
Kentucky. It is currently
illegal to shoot these animals.
Kentucky Trades
Deer For Turkey
In an arrangement with two
in
clubs
sportsmen's
Mississippi , and with the
cooperation of the Mississippi
Game and Fish Department
the state will soon be getting
turkey for use in restoration
efforts. Kentucky will trade
deer trapped at the Ballard.
Co. WMA for wild turkey
captured in Mississippi. One
arrangement will bring three
turkey,to Kentucky for every
deer trapped and sent to
Mississippi, while the other
will result in 15 turkey for 10
deer.
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Sportsmen:

•

-

From early reports, the
general game crops around
our nation are in good shape,
with a notable increase in the
migratory dove population.
The endangered species is not
among the game being hunted
but the hunter, himself, observe the folks at Daisy air
guns.
There are a number of
"factors making this so. The
most salient reason is an everdiminishing habitat for game
due to megafarms and the
utilization of every available
acre
by
modern
mechanization;
constantly
increasing spread of urban
and suburban populations;
tIo3ing of farm lands to
hunting because of animosity
toward bad-conduct hunters;
and
the
anti-hunting
movement by protectionist
groups who mistakenly
believe wildlife, if left alone,
can take care of itself.

752 748.9-

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licensts

LBLChanges
Certification Requirements
For Youth Deer Hunt
youngsters
Kentucky
planning to participate in the
annual youth hunt for deer at
the Land Between the Lakes
(LBL) in western Kentucky
need to check their safe hunter
certification cards. This year,
for Kentucky residents, only
the numbered hunter orangecolored cards will be accepted
as proff of completion of a
viable hunter training course.
Those Kentuckians holding
any other safe hunter certificate will have to be
recertified.

What can the hunter do to
stem the tide? Probably
nothing about the first two.
But each hunter can do
something to reduce the
number of slob hunters whose
conduct makes a bad image
for all hunters. He can combine with other hunters and
insist that his state make it
mandatory to pass a hunter
education Course before being
granted a bunting license,
Only 25 states have such a law
at this time.
And so far as the protectionists are concerned, the
best answers are good conduct
afield, working with farmers
to help increase the habitat in
every possible way, and
supporting our state fish and
game departments. Positive
actions speak louder than
negative diatribes. Hunting's
future, say Daisy, rests on the
shoulders of the endangered
species, you,the hunter.

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.

Where "Service Is Our Business

All merchendise sokl at discount pricos

Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.

(
'MUMS

another in December) played
a major role in the harvest
increase.

The Hunter —k
Endangered Species

641 Super Shell

Carroll Tire Service
.
.-:
1 44eff!
pSee Us For
Uniroyal Gumbo
tow"

Kentucky Deer
Harvest Increases
In 1977
If a deer hunter tells you
1977 was a standout year,
believe him. Data shows that
statewide harvest increased
56 per cent in 1977, compared
to 1976. In estimates based on
deer check stations operated
during the gun seasons, check
stations on special areas and a
telephone survey, the total
harvest for 1977 was
calculated at 12,522. Check
station data indicate that of
these 5,682 were taken
statewide, exclusive of special
area hunts.
Game
management biologists
believe the splitting of the gun
deer season into two three-day
hunts (one in Novermber and

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul liedquartert
N

V

N

•

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
-I
Guns Ammo
641 South
75-3-9491-
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By Homp Brooks

front bumper, and another
great big old tree touching the
tailgate!
I've •seen one of those
"highriser" Ford pickups
mired down to the door
handles. That's deep!
For you-old timers that
rememper tips *lige and a
half(the War Two army SIX by
six truck) with ten driving
wheels and tires; let's add
that once we observed one of
these things stuck. And the
tires were -all on top of the
ground. Take wet pine needles
on top of a foot deep slab pf
melting ice and get down in a
small depression. Even a
-thousand legged-wooly worm
couldn't get traction In that
situation!
-One cheerful note however.
To my knowledge all four
wheelers that got stuck finally
got out. Keep that in mind this
spring. Somebody ought to be
able to help you get your rig
out by June at least, when the
ground firms up a little!
-Have a nice week. HAPPY
FOUIrWHEELING.lAtho was.
thefellow in that new red Ford
fourwheel drive? Looked
baldheaded tomei Have at it,
Slick.

The spring thaw has arrived waist deep
over to where we cable under the jeep and pull it
perhaps. The ground has stood, and then lit
a cigarette backwards." Which we did.
thawed out so well that I calmly. After
gazing for a few Thereby breaking one winch
noticed some ducks mired up minutes at this
pond where his cable, half of the exhaust
to their ankles yesterday truck was
the star attraction system, and flinty-nine permorning. It looks like four sitting hood deep in
water, he cent of our confidence.
wheel drive is going to be calmly observed,
"I'll give it a
I shall never forget the time
needed worse now than it was minute or two to
dry out. Then we got the old forty seven
for the snow. And we _freely_ I think_I _can -drive
it- out!"
busied in the bean field.
predict that some of us are
Yourstruly pulled the really We peeked fence p,limbs,
going to get stuck. Maybe I bright stunt
of aiming the old you name it for what seemed
should say ''temporarily "Red Runt" off
the side ot the Like half a mile:-And dug and
restrained against progress in mountain and
driving it filled. For two hours we waded
all directions other than against the side
of a tree, this that goo. And believe it or not,
down,"; for some reason I scotching the-rig
where some we finlly did drive it out. I
have yet to meet a four other vehicles
could be win- remember it every time the
wheeler who says he has been ched up the hill. After
the job breaking plow turns up fence
stuck.
was done? Well. I wasn't posts, limbs, and you name it!
Consider these classics. really stuck. But I
couldn't
Just how bad stuck can you
_There was the fellow down at back up. And since
a post oak get a fourwheeler? Plenty!
TriCitY last. year.
not fifteen inches in diameter was The Galloway boys-got
-an eld
hung up all that bad. If I had contacting the front
bumper I Cl2A in about two feet deep.
more time I think I could have couldn't go ,forward.
The That wasn't too bad. The
driven it out." Facts. He had bright ones will no doubt.
say, complicating factor _ was a
used three hours and a half "Simple. Just run the
winch great big old tree touching the
-already trying to drive it out.
And succeeded in getting it
eighteen inches further down.
With more time he might have
exited in China! That's
assuming the world is round
;and all the books didn't lierto
us at school.
Another example; this one
A • nationwide survey
down at Wildcat' Creek. "I released recently by the think wopld most effectively Strongly Disagree.
"Do you think gun controls
don't know What happened. It Second Amendment Foun- serve to reduce the crime rate
involving firearms?" The currently in effect have helped
just drove right along to here dation, indicates that the
and then it quit." It quit great majority of Americans responses were as follows: to reduce the number of
because both bumpers were believe that gun controls are Demand a mandatory prison crimes committed with guns"
six inches under the ground not an effective means to sentence for all firearms 24 per cent Yes; 67 per cent
offenders, 32 per cent; En- No; 9 per cent Don't know.
level,the whole undercarriage control crime.
force
laws presently in effect,
was out of sight, and both
"There can be little deubt,"
According to Jeffrey Kane, 26 per cent; Register all
exhaust pipes were com- -Executive Vice-President of
firearms 16 per cent; License Kane concluded, "that
pletely stuffed full of mud.
the Second Amendment all firearms owners, 13 per Americans perceive gun
Then there was the time the Foundation, "this survey,. cent;
Outlaw all handguns. 10 • controls as ineffective and
fellow said he went to check commissioned through one of per
cent; Lket know; 4 per ultimaitply futile. Americans
with the inee about a dog and --the most -reputable polling
.don't want gun controls, they
" cent.
•
when he Came back, the rig firms in America, demon"Citizens have a right to want the criminals put in jail
just would not go anywhere. strides that over 54 per cent of own
a gun," 34 per cent and kept off the street." I'm sure that explains why we Americans believe that the Strongly
agree, 51 per cent
This nationwide survey was
noticed mud spattered twenty solution foe.the rising crime Agree,
11 per cent Disagree; 4 conducted by Decision Making
feet high on tree trunks behind rates lies in stiffer punishment
per cent Strongly disagree. Information, a Californiathe truck, and the reason why and judicial reforms, while
"A -law demanding a based polling firm. The study
the ground for thirty feet each only 3 per cent consider gun mandatory
prison sentence took place between March
way looked like Pattonts army control a viable solutitm."
for all persons convicted of - 26th and - Ap
.
ril " 3, 1977 and
had cut a figure eight using Kane continued, "65 per cent committin
g a violent crime contains the results of 1201
Sherman tanks..
of American citizens believe with a firearms would serve to telephone
"interviews with
You would have probably that they have a right to own a reduce
crimes with e adults (18 years and over)
giggled at the certain person gun."
firearm," 44 per cent Strongly within the continental United
who climbed out the window of
When asked: "Which one of agree; 45 per cent Agree;
States.
his truck, waded water nearly the following policies do you per
cent Disagree, 3 per cent "
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Lakes, Saturday, March 25,
1978.
Designed to climax National
Wildlife Week, March 19-25,

this special activity will focus
its attention on cleaning up the
litter in the 170,000-acre public
demonstration area
in
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MARCH 25, 1978
•varitIFE NEEDS YOU during NATIONAL WILDLIFE

AEU(

MARCH 19 25

ltRG IT!'„and. receive a free BUFFALO-BURGER,
. For acIcithonal information 'SAG ITTENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY LUSO BETWEEN THE LANES
GOLDEN POND, IlE_NTUcka 42231 (502) 924 5602
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THE COLORS OF NATURE — When you use Wildlife Stamps on your packages Of correspon
dence, when you
share them with a friend, when you tell someone about them, you are helping to spread the word
about conservation. Every stamp you use emphasizes the need to protect Nature's colorful creations. And your
gift of $1.00 or
more to the National Wildlife Federation- is your personal expression of "I care... and want
I
to Help!". Support
National Wildlife Week - March 19-25. To receive your sheet of 1978 Conservation Stamps,send $1.00
per sheet to
National Wildlife Federation,1412 16th St. N. W., Washington, D C.20036.

*klub itowdowinf Too
If you've been looking
closely at boats lately, .you
may have noticed that more
and more of them have no
flotation foam under the
floorboards, and that there
are openings fore and aft in
the floorboards that will
obviously let water enter the
space between floor and hull
bottom.

up than does a better job of
keeping the craft floating level
when it has swamped. '
These underfloor spaces of
course may collect sand, silt
and small bits of debris,
requiring a good cleaning once
in a while.
Marine stores sell bilgecleaning chemicals. When
tiler's some water in a boat's
bilge, some of this is added to
This is all part of the it. That makels a cleaning
--upright flotation' program mixture. Then tfie boat's
being adopted for boats up to motion either afloat or on its
20 feet in length. Any trailer sloshes the mixture
seawater that flies into the around. Usually this results in
cockpit will go under the floor, a thorough cleaning job and a
western Kentucky and Ten- there to act as ballast. clean-smelting bilge.
If you do this on a trailered
nessee. Last year more than Flotation foam located higher
600 people removed lt) tons of
litter from the area,
Assistance is being encouraged from scout and
sportsment's group; church,
civic
school
and
organizations:- and. citizens
ROGERS, .AR - Running Boar and Silhouette
concerned with keeping th Approximately 100 of the competition in addition to the
eenviroment clean.
nation's top junior precision standard international style
The program will begin with air rifle and air pistol shooters contest.
a check-in at 8 a.m. and will gather here for the sixth
For the first time in match
continue through noon. Check- annual Daisy National Air history, a special inpoints will be at the North, Gun Championships April 28- tercollegiate category has
Central and South Information 30.
been established and top
stations.
Selected through regional college' air rifle and pistol
Group interested in par- competition from among more teams from throughout the
than 60,000 participants in the country have been invited to
ticipating are encouraged to
Daisy National Air Gun compete.
preregister by contacting
Program,the 14 to 18-year-old
Land Between The Lakes at
The matches'four top junior
juniors will vie for individual shooters will be entered in
(502) 924-5602. Group may
and team honors in the 10- major international comconcentrate their efforts on
sites of their own selection, or
meter (33 ft) .177 cilber air petition later this summer and
pellet rifle and pistol matches. will be awarded scholarship
area can be assigned. Each
NRA registered, the 80 shot grants by program sponsor
palticipant will receive a
matches are fired in two 40 Daisy, Rogers, Arkansas
certificate of achievement and
shot relays on successive days based Subsidiary of Walter
Land Between The Lakes, as a
and will include separate Kidde 8.1 Company, Inc.
token of appreciation, will
throw a buffalo feed. Each
participant will recieve a free
•
buffalo dinner! Dinner will be
served from 3 to 5 p.m. at the
•
Fenton Airstrip just oft U, S.
•
Highway 68. Participants
•
•
must sign in by noon, obtain a
•
meal ticket, turn • in their
•
▪
3
The Mote or the
garabage and get their ticket
validated before 3 p.m.
In the event of bad weather,
'
participants should call (502) •
•;.
9244602 for instructions. •
Murray's
For additional information •
•
on this special activity write
Qualified Bear Archery Service
or call "BAG IT" Day. TVA, •
•
Land Between The Lakes, •
Phone 753 1571
Golden Pond, Ky-- 42231, •
•
telephone (502) 924-5602.

•
•
•

and
and

lail0140011111,
1•11P
401,04.44 sliUsaf #444111400,
• II

:
•

boat remember that • one
&anon of water weighs about
nine pounds. It should not take
many goallons in the bilge to
do,the cleaning job. But the
_MerCruiser stern drive
boating authlirities. Warn yqu
to be wary of putting many
gallons in, for that's' enough
weight to overload a trailer or
unbalance it when the car
motion-makes the water slosh
forward and thenaft.
If no traLlePitrOis to be done,

Outdoor Sportsman

run thet rboat arouond for an
hour or so with cleaner in the
bilge. Open' and close the
throttle occasionally to slosh
the mixture back and forth.
Should you suspect there are
stubborn silt deposits, adjust a
garden hose nozzle for a
coarse spray, poke the hose
into each of the vent holes in
turn, and run the hose back
and forth to give each underdeck compartment a thorough,
flushing out.

Ingrate Your &sting Fen
As you begin looking for- Rather, they are often simply
ward to another boating spiral notebooks, shirty
season, start thinking of ways scrapbooks, photo albums and
your boat can produce more the like. The notationv that go
enjoyment.
into them have to do with
For example, you can get a where the gang went on a
scuba diving outfit, or just particular day, what they did,
snorkel and a pair of diving etc. More like diaries than
fins. Add more fishing gear logbooks, really.
and accessories.'
The growing popuirity -of
If you don't already have instant cameras seems to
them,get water skis. Or one of have spurred interest in boat
the less common but very logbooks. At the same time
amusing devices such as a you're writing entries, you can
aquaplane, towable water paste the photos that were
sled, towable raft or fun float. taken while the fun was going
Then too, you can look into OR.
the field of camping or
It's also common to enter
cooking equipment.
„information on fuel purchases,
Or how about starting a elapsed time of long runs,
logbook for your boat this notes about small repairs and
year. The boating experts at information on when routine
Mercury outboards see more servicing was done. Entries
and more owners of smaller like these help keep track of
boats doing this.
mechanical and financial.
Usually these are not the matters, and are always easy
formalized logs seen of larger to find because they're with all
craft, that are filled with dry the other information about
navigational notations. the boat's comings and goings.

MEYER

Murray Home & Auto
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Air Oen Championship Scheduled
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TAOIrPay Scheduled Match 25
Golden Pond, Ky "Bag It"
Day, the second annual
cleanup day, will be held at
TVA's Land Between the

i

$401111,,c4,,

Nationwide SOW On
fen ControlReleased

•

.:C"'"•-•
"'"•

Pewee

OUTBOARDS
Better in ihe long ton. Come see

why,

From 2 to 140 h.p. available

Shipwash Boat 'N' Motor
Highway 94 Far? 8 k4i,e1 From Wur,ay

502-759-1872
•

1•1

BUCKS BODY SHOP

Cain's AMC Jeep
Coldwater
Rd
753-6448

Jerry's Restaurant
III/

S. 12th St.

753-3226

11111r,

4

Eating Is A Family Affair
900 Sycamore

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-5142

Specializing in servicing tires 1 4 W.D.
Vehicles

91
'44118

"Widest"•Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
- • -14Tha-lesheamaketre4es•
- -7634779,
-

"- 14.
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1=11.1111
MSU MAY graduating
long term lease or
contract .for a deed on
farm --up to 100 acres
with
residence.
Interested in fruit
production
(apples,
strawberries,
blueberries)
and
livestock operation. Call
1-502-492-8258.
YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.

--

- NOTICE

All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden

hot water

ACROSS

1 Of neither
Sex
2Above
3 Crimson.,
4 Capuchin
monkeys
5 Raises the
spirit of
6 Pertaining
.ii to a choir
Boundary
8 Conjunction
9 Pro.noun
10 Interfere
11 Lift
13 Fear
16 Encountered
19 Natural
height
21 Marked . j
with small
spots
- 2TSta-gi
'
• v.-whisper
Merrily
25
27 Compass

---17Evadet

351-tailed
38 Ripped
39 A state
(abbr I
41 Period of
lime
42 Employ
43 Trap
45 Arid '
46 Prefix
down
47 Those
who ea? to
Ose
weight
49 A
continent
latitY
50 Transgressions
52 Scorched
5(Pteceof
bed nen
55 Burn with

3

2

4

Latvian
currency
43 Father
44 Man's
name
47 Female
deer
48 Nahoor
sheep
51 Symbol tor
rhodium
53 Symbol for
glucinrum

Restaurant
Shod Order Cook
Apply in person
.J. C.GaThmore or call 492.9785.

5

EMU
El
iii Il III 1•5 I?
Al gui iii 1111
HEM=25 OMR
IIIIIii
22
il
10 1

i

II
11111
MIN
38

47

5
1

le 37

HI
Ill
39 40

44
43III

42 ME
46

Ell

31

30

Wm
.
411

11.II
49 1111

53
131 .UU
54
U•UU 11UUUU
Nate by I nited Feature Syndicate, mx

IIiii

5k RE THAT 5

ALL 7r-CE DOCTOR

TOLI
,`10).). 5.R?

La...., THERE WAS
ONE 07kER L.TTLE
•••"-N.

For Sale

Greeting
' Cards
For
Every
Occasion

a

II
a
11iii

753-6622
753-75U
753-0929
753-NEED
153-22:11

5. Lost And Found
FOR
WATKINS
Products.
Contact
FOUND ADULT pure
Holman Jones, 217 South
white .female cat. Call
13th., phone 753-3128:
'
753-8146.

6

PEANUTS

Aa

_point
29 Guido s
high note
32 Musical
Study
33 Those
defeated
34 Most _
rgtional
35 Fondle
3614ei-ifed
37 Wood
'nymph
40 Unit of

Advertisers
or.
requested to check the
first inserriort of ads for
correctiori
‘ Ttiiss
n•wspoper
vale' be
responsible for only one
incorrect Insertion. ANY
ERROR
SHOULD
BE
REPORTED
IMMEDIATELY, SO,' PLEASE
CHECK
YOUR
AD
CAREFULLY AND NOTIFY
US PROMPTLY IN CASE
OF AN ERROR

AND
JOE BAILEY
LINDA DILL'S Flea
Market is now. . . "The
Countri, Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican imports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in
'fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
Big
RE-OPENING
MARCH 1ST. At The
Country Imixge, 3 miles
West of Dover,Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian,

753-3535

1

MVE HUM MUM
UOIN WOU MUM
MUU INUUMMUUOU
NUM WUE MUM
MUUUUMUM
MAIO Urge OM
MUILIUMM MUM=
gIUU MUll WOMB
[MUUMUU
UMUll4 UMW MOWN
EICCUMMILUAN filUM
DOCUU WOU UNIU
MUUMU UUU NUM

DOWN

1 Hospital
attendant
6 Assert as
a fact
.11 Amend
1 2 Suggested
Indleectly
14 Symbol for
gold
15 Precious
- stone
37 Physician
calphr 1
18 Possess:ve
. DrOnOun
20 Cubic
meter
21 White
House
initials
22 Bristle
24 Greek
ietter
25 Festive
.
-26'6RO-u8:tat28 Jumped
30 Metal
31 Brim

-11

753-5131

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

er to Frida r.Puzzle

a••

•••ir
•

.- . 753-1441
. . . 753-1621
153-6952
753-9331

Fire .
Police.
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane
Society
Comprehensive
Care
Poison Control . .
Senior Citizens . .
Ntedline
Learn To Read . .

•

e-

If You
Need Them:

NOTICE

Crossword Puzzler

Chock
Your
Ad .-,"••

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from' any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10-$2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
74-0035. Free parking
lot,, use our rear . entrance. .
"r"-P•

The City of Murray will accept bids on a tractor
and mower attachment to be used in the cemetery.
Specifications may be picked up at the Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, located at 5th & Poplar
Street, Murray, Kentucky. Bids will be accepted until noon March 23rd,1978:

Dog
Houses
Made
On
Order

Furniture stripping and refinishing. Also make
small wood projects. On limited basis.
Call 753-1712, 1624 W. Olive
Gerald Waldrop

BUT .7'5 TOO
I
KNEW EiI,ASARRA55,NE.-.
IT!! -to ,ENTiON

LL3ET. I
AAR'C,E
ALRE.A: NNO.4.1
Lt)i-lAT ti I Ri1'E ME
•5,.5iR•
CRAZL4-1'.

A COUPLE WANTS- try
FOR NsIXK'N----boy
or rent a two or 3
operator - day shift
b
bedroom
house or
Apply in. person, KY'
apartinent
yiith
space
Candy Co., Aimo.
available for beauty
shop, either in garage or
OPPORTUNITY in sales
added on to house. Must
and management with
have parking available.
real future for ambitious
Call nights, 753-2888.
people. Could be part
time. %"..'all 759-1370.
WANT-HOUSE trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
STATION ATTENDANT
Call 474-2320.
needed. Apply at X-Cell
Oil Co., between 6 a.m.- WHITE
OAK standing
2:30p.m.,403 Sycamore.
timber.
$600
for
An equal opportunity
thousand feet. Call-901employer.
642-9379.
EXPERIENCED- COOK
at Fern Terrace. Full
time. Hours 11 a.m.-7
p.m. Apply in ,person
only, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
BABYSITTER
FOR
church nursery for
Sunday mornings and
occasional evenings.
Call 753-3824.
LOOKING /OR people
with integrity who like
to work with people.
30,000 first year, 40,000
2nd year possible. Call
for appointment only,
753-3763.

--TO USE

WHEN I
TALK IN MY SLEEP
SO YOU WON'T KNOW
WHAT I'M
SAY)NG

BEETLE BAILEY
WHY DON'T WE
EVER 60 TO
TOWN
TOGETHER?

LET'S FACE T,SONNY, WE JUST
HAVE ENTIRELY DIFFERENT
INTERESTS AND ACTIVITIES

REALLY? WHAT
MUSEUMS DO

YOU 60 TO?

utisi.r.02
'I OKAY, NOW YOU
MAN'GOX
4a•-.49
T.462E1 '11AATS

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger & Times
Department
Are As Follows

THE PHANTOM

TV LOVERS
Would you like to get8
or more channels on
your TV? We guarantee
8 or more! We are fully
insured on antenna and
tower work.

News, Society and
753-1918
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified - Display,
CirClassified,
culation and the
Business Office may
be reached on 7531916and 753-7917

LARGE
INTERNATIONAL
AGRICULTURE
COMPANY
DOING BUSINESS IN not US IS
IN NEED Of SOME TOP
CALIBER MEN. WE NOW NAVE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE
FOLLOWING
POSITIONS:
DISTRICT MANAGERS FULL
REPRESENTATIVU FULL T1ME, REPRESENTATIVES
- PART TIME. THE FOU.OWNIG
PREREQUISITES ARE ASSETS
WE MUER YOU NAVE BEFORE
YOU SHED A RESUME: 1.
AGRICULTURE ORIENTED, 1.
SELF-MOTIVATOR, 3. AMBITION, 4. HONESTY. If YOU
DECIDE YOU HAVE THESE
ASSETS, AND AM READY TO
EARN TM TOP 00t1A1 AND
GET AHEAD WITH A Room
DEVELOPING COMPANY,SEND
YOUR RE,ME TO 325.

TV Service
Center

be .

YUKYUK

BURGLARY
AND
ROBBERY
INSURANCE

505 Mahe *wet

‘
- 011P
_

-

`ICAP1Fact'''''

24 Miscellaneous
ONE _PANASONIC .8
track tape deck, play
back and record, $45.
One concord cassette
tape deck. Play back
and record,140:One 7 in,
reel to reel tape deck,
play back and record,
$25. One car stereo, FM
and 8 track tape player.
$50. Kimball organ with
built in Leslie speaker,
$400. 1964 Buick station
wagon, runs and looks
good. No rust, $175. Call
436-2391.

HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows on South
16th St. Now in ,Stock.
Columbia MinervE
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
ply worsted weight,
sports weight, also baby
and fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
line of accessories for all
Needlearts. 15 per coni
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva _Phone751-3855,-19.Farm Equipment
1973 165 MF liesel
/
2
tractor. 1,000 hours, 91
ft. wheel disc, three 16
III plows. Rubber tires
wagon. $6,200. Call 7530302.
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery next
surnrner. We offer the
best bins at lowest cost.
Agri-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.
TRACTOR - Jollin Deere
4430. In good shape. Call
753-7566.
CASE COMBINE 600,
-excellent condition.
„Pickup lidraulic reel.
Straw chopper. Well
maintained in dry. Call
753-3976 or 527-8193 after
5:30p.m.
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING - Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
..dryers. Call 1-382-2126
at night -1345-243, or I2414558.
20 Sports Equipment
243 REMINGTON rifle
BTL. 3 x 9 scope and
case. Like new. $200.
Call 492-8352.
1973 PEN!YEN 21 ft. 225
h.p. Tunnel drive.
Equipped for lake
Michigan
salmon
fishing. Call 759-1184.
RIFLE 22-250 with scope.
Call 759-1130.
22 Musical

21" BLACK and white
Zenith T.V. 1964 GMC
pickup. Call 753-3177.

KIMBALL MUSIC
CENTER 601 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Across from Irving Cobb
DON ENSOR prints.
Hotel. Ph.443-3879. Shop
Limited edition signed'.
if you like, but eheck our
Call 435-4575.
•
prices. Open late Friday
SMOKE DETECTORS, nights.
nationally
advertised
brand. Battery operated 4'SPINET-CONSOLE
and included. Rowland PIANO FOR SALE Refrigeration, 110 South Wanted: Responsible
\ 12th.
party to take over spinet
piano.
Easy terms. Can
1962 FORD 601 tractor,
$1650. 1952 Ford 8 N, be seen locally. Write:
0.
$1395. Flueger remote Credit Manager, P.
Carlyle, Ill.
control trolling motor. Box 207,
Used 5 times. $125. Call 62231.
489-2595.
CAR
PIONEER
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
car
stereo
Your
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 7530113.
Polystyrene Ceilingk Can Be

Joe Medd
Insurance

THIS IS NOT
A SALOON.
OE ON siCuR
WAY!

16. Home Furnishings

YELLOW
BRONZE
becWomsuite. Call 75300
.31. Do not call berween
13t-6:30 p.m. -

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Post Office,
Paris, TN.

Central Center
753-5865

Now available to
most businesses at
reasonable rates.

JUST A LITTLE SIP
OF THAT WINE YOU'RE
ORINKIN 6,UV NOR

FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
Get your winter's wood
now. While the price is
right. $14 and up. Call
• 437-4228.

OLD BRASS `CASA
register. $150. Call 4362533.

12. Insurance
:SY

(.speakers
&
microphones), Children' toys, Braided
Rug, Small drop leaf
table, 2 lamps, 2 antique
rocking chairs,
Volkswagen trailer
hitch. Articles can be
seen at 502 So. Ilth
Street or call 753-8410.

SECRETARY TO do
bookkeeping. Should be
accurate in business
letters, personable, etc. KEEPSAKE
12
pt.
Apply in person only to
diamond ring. 14 carat
. Factory Outlet, Bel-Air
setting. Best offer. Call
Center from 9 to 5 - 759-4968.
Saturday & Monday.
55 GALLON DRUMS,
Thornton Tile and
HOUSEKEEPER needed
Marble, South 9th.- Call
for mornings or two full
753-5719.
days per week. Call 7537160.
DRESSER WITH WASH
bowl and mirror for a
WANTED PART TIME
beauty shop. Call 489janitor, 11
/
2 hours a day, 2514.
5 days week. Apply in
person, Senior Citizens EXTRA LONG Early
Office, 203 South 5th. No
American couch, good
phone calls please. _
condition. -$75. Good
portable Singer sewing
machine with case and
buttonholer, $75. Call
753-6376.

$35.00 Per Hundred
stuffing envelopes
already stamped and
addressed. Free supplies, send self addressed stamped envelope tot ROEL 5005
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia 23224

1.1oia

15. Articles For Sale
• PA equipment
UNWOX

COLEMAN GAS furnace.
50,000 BTU down flow.
call after 5 p.m. 7533245.

10. Business Opportunity

GLBNX BROOBLZ
PNAZL GLUBNK
UMBJO NARPM0
PWANGL BLNOX
BL)(M

14 Want To Buy

6 Heip Wanted

REDUCED PRICE on
name brand artist
brushes and -paints.
Polytex for macrame,
- most- colors. $4.95 per
spool. Little Red House
of Crafts, Uncle Jeffs
Shopping.

Antrient and we osf•Pking

BIBLE FAGTS TNt.
Consider Isaiah 53:5 and
Matthew 6:33. These are
the answers! Have you
tried everything else?
Why not try Matthew
6:33? It is easy! There is
NO other way to find
HAPPINESS! For Bible
answers, individual
study or study by phone
call 753-0904.

,3E3E1IIE 3103111:0

14. Want To Buy

Stapled Directly To Sheetroc.
Eliminating The Need rdr FurrIno
Strips

18

c per

foot

Murray Lumber Co.
104 Maple
16 Home Furnishings
AMERICAN
EARLY
naugahyde couch, $75.
Call 753-7267 between
,
9:30 and 2:30.
FOUR DINING ROOM
matching gold brown
chairs. Newly covered
$15 each. Call 753-5734.
BROYHILL -double
canopy bedroom suite
Id,atehing dresser, bookcase, vanity. Box
springs and mattress,
includes bedspread and
canopy. Less than 1

4409ft "EISED 4143BUS-

UPRIGHT PIANO. Good
-condition, $100. Call 7536943.
23 Exterminating

7

FREE
Termite
Inspection

A

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
N41.0 nos4 god 4,4.014 ever 70
•01 eaetwort 491411146
rows D. rot
1,1111044
100South 13th St
Phone 753-3914

ROSCACS,SLIVer Fist
and Shrutts

--rfr 1111

UNFURNISHED
TWO
bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray.
Call 753-4109. DUPLEX, ALL built-ins.
Carport, patio carpet,
partially furnished and
private. Available April
1. -1405 Sladiurn View
Drive. $180. Call 7534981.

26 TV Radio
REPOSSESSED 25"
Magnavox color T.V.
to
Need
someope
assume small monthly
payment. Call 753-7575.

FIVE ROOM apartment
with garage. Appliances
furnished. $125 per
month. Call 753-5447
after 5:30 •.M.
36. For Rent Or tease

PRESIDENT CB base
with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
Hitachi Cassette Uwe -recorder and tapes, $75.
Call 759-4951.
ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
- can save you money.
Sisson.s Zenith Highway
94, '19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
2/ Mobile Home Sales

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
38. Pets Supplies
REGISTERED American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
Call 564-2153, Paducah.
AKC REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
.- Solid black. Call 5542153, Paducah.

1975-TWO BEDROOM-- -Akc REGISTERED
trailer and nice lot.
blonde and black Cocker
Central heat and air.
Spaniel pups. Call 489Near East Calloway
2592.
School. Reasonable. Call
43 Real Estate
436-2658.
HAVE PROPERTY,
10 i55 MOBILE HOME,
TO SELL? If you've
also 10 x 20 room adbeen thinking of selling,
dition on 125 x 145 lot
why not give us a call?
located it way between
You'll receive friendly,
Murray and Paris on
courteous service and
Highway 641. Due to
professional
advice
illness must sell and cut
from our,/ive
price from $10,000 to
sales representatives.
$4,600.00 unfurnished.
We have clients waiting
Deal with owner. Call
to purchase all types of
49841874 - -for-reel estate so ,,let us
appointment, we-will show
match a buyer to your
you our home.
praperty. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
1971 14 x 00 Schultz,
753-1222 anytime. We
electric, 2 bedroom,
make buying and selling
unfurnished,
unreal estate easy for you!
derpinned.8x 12 storage
building. Call after 4:30
753-7755-

WoldropRealty

LUXURY MOBILE
home. One of a kind. 14 x
20 living room. Master
bedroom 12 x 24. Bath
and half. Washer, dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts, 753-4812.
NICE MOBILE HOME,
central heat and air.
Nice garage. Lot with
well. 200 ft. off 280. Price
$7500. Call 436-2733.
1971 12 x 65 11
/
2 baths, 3
bedroom, unfurnished.
Call 753-9570.

"In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646

BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a great home
for a family wanting lots
of space. This bi-level
brick has 4 bedrooms,
41
/
2 baths, dining _room,
family room plus a
finished basement, 2 car
garage, approximately
5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors today for
further information on
this mini-farm. 753-1492.

THE NELSON SHROAT
CO. REALTORS
759-1707

1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent
buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
1971 12 x 60, three
bedroom. Bath and half.
Partially furnished,. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
12 x 65 TWO BEDROOM,
bath and half. Call 7530148.
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

Wide Jeffs Shopping Center

A REAL BUY and easy to
finance. . . This 2
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. Includes den, built-in
decorative bar between
dining room' and kitchen, built-in storage in
utility _room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5
minutes from town. For
private showing, Call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.

HOUSE TRAILER for
rent, 12 x 60. Two
bedroom, partially
furnished. Will be
available 15th of March.
Call 436-2690.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile-home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.

Certified By IPA
Aimed Carly Nome 111,81,1

WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
or 3 bedroom house. Call
753-5942.
32 Apartments For Rent

MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
Estates , and
Meadows, South 16th,
753-3855.
31 Want To Rent

111111
WILSON
IN11141141111 3 bedroom frame
with 21 acres of Calloway

Ceenty's finest farrediresd.
La:uteri oily I miles oast if
larerwy. This farm Is eerapier* fenced, bas derb
tobaccos base & barn, shoe
niedera farrowing begs*.
Plenty eV outside iterate,
'
tech periods I cattle berets.
Witlaiss 5 Wm. of city, this 3
birdman brick & stew home
features o beamed realm
family room with fireplace,
bedroom vitt built-I.., very
raeriere kitchen with tererak
oseirtep reap PLUS I we.
with bens band Wields eae
areal

WANT PARTIALLY
furnished one bedroom
apartment. Reasonable.
Preferably in city
7U-369240k

751-37o3Anylims

' -Jcaweemeemetat

-

1
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M"X 303E,

.gtak.
43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! Located in
lovely
Canterbury
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
• details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer; Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

nt

17

- Punkin A Thurman
Insurance Real Estate
&putty/kap Court Square

Ahem,

rd

baths. 12 closets and
many
other
conveineres. Call
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-14-92,
for an appointment lo
see this quality bliTit
home.
a.

JOIN TIE
GALLERY NOISES
LICENSEE'S WILY

7534451

:an
es.
ah.
-

PI,'EASE
DON'T
SQUFF7F THE.. kids
into cramped quarters.
Ideally arranged to
provide privacy for your
large family. Large
living room, family
room, walk -out
basement with private
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2

GET READY for Spring
in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch home with central
gas heat, central air,
den with fireplace,
attached garage, and
good west side location.
Priced in the mid 30's.
Let us show you this
roomy, yet cozy home.
• Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more information..

tnd

54-

!D
er
19-

A growing Real Estate
in
opening
firm
Murray, May I, 1978.
Contact Judy Krouse,
362-4224 or nights 5278967. JO. Smith
REALTOR, Gallery of
Homes.

WE DON'T toot WE Owl/
horn. We just quietly go
our own way selling
property. For dignified,
professional, honest real
estate service call or
cong by The Nelson
Shroat Co., Realtors,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center. 759-1707.

43. Real Estate

1965 FORD,%ton pick4.:
$525 or best offer. Call
753-9318.

'Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

BETTER HURRY WON'T
THIS
LAST...4 bedroom,
siding
aluminum
home. Hall, large
living room, dirtng
room, ample closet
ice. Located on 1
acre lot off 641 North.
Only $21,900. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
bath home on private
/
2miles
one acre tract, 41
from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living
area in this home which
has extra large rooms
and large 2 car garage.
Built-in kitchen with all
appliances including
-refrigerator,- range,
dishwasher, disposal
and trash" compactor
staying with sale of
home. Priced well below
replacement cost - only
$45,000-. Phone us today
for more information.
Kopperud Realty 7531222.

1973
CUTLASS
SUPREME, triple
white, everything but
cruise control. Call after
5, 3544772.
01978 tinned Feature Syndicate inc

- 3-H

'I I AVO)DED THE TRUCK SUT NOT
THE POTHOLE."

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

PLAN AHEAD FOR
SUMMER! If you've
been thinking about a
weekend retreat cottage at the lake,
then now is the time
to act. 3 bedrooms, I
bath, large kitchen.
90 a 150 lot in
Panorama Shores.
ONLY $18,000. Boyd
Majors Read Estate,
105 N. 12th.

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
*House
Calls

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Hon.-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
In. & Sat. 8-2:30

*Hospital
Calls

5271468 753-9625
EXECUTIVE HOME IN
GATESBOROUGH.
has
This
home
everything for &unfortable, convenient
family living.' Many
outstanding features
including heat pump,
lovely
large
and
den,
fireplace
in
spacious 2 car garage, 3
/
2 baths,
bedrooms, 21
tastefully decorated
throughout. We feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you
more about it! Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 anytime.

*Hair Cuts •Shaves
PLALTORS

209 Walnut Street.

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 754-1651

MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
Area manufacturing concern has an opening
available in its production department for a
maintenance supervisor. Prospective candidates should be knowledgeable of production,
mechanical and maintenance procedures, in addition to possessing 3 to 5 years of supervisory
exposure in an industrial management environment. This is an excellent opportunity for
an individual to handle supervisory, machinery,
material, and quality responsibilities as they
pertain to the production and maintenance
departments.
If you are interested in becoming a part of a
fast paced, growth oriented company that offers
excellent wages and company paid fringe
benefits, please send your resume, along with
salary history to:
P.O. lox 32 C
c/o Ledger andlimes
An equal opportunity employer

FOR SALE - Ideal
wooded building site
consisting of 3.18 acres
and located in Graves
County 9 miles Southwest of Mayfield at
intersection of Hwy. 45
and Bell Road. This is a
choice piece of property
and
priced
very
reasonably at $5500, and
owner will finance.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 for more information.

THREE OR
FOUR
bedroom home - .brick
veneer. Two miles S.E.
Murray. One and 3/4
acres. Swimming pool, 2
wood
burning
fireplaces. Call for more
information; Fulton
Young Realty, 753-7333,
Fulton Young, 753-4946,
Forest Shoulders, 7538071. Cbester Thomas,
753-8274.

"Year Key People
Ii Real (slate"
753-7724
Murray, Ply
901 Sycamore

IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR INDUSTRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

F
- RAME house
OLDER- ;
lot in Hazel.
large
on
84500. Call 492-8352.
BY OWNER,Two houses.
One has 3 bedroom,
dining room, double
carport and 10 x 16
utility room, family
room. • Other has 3
bedrooms, living room
and kitchen. Located on
Spruce and near Industrial Road. Call 753-7514
THREE BEDROOM on
South 13th Street. With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.47. Motorcycles

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch-

COUNTIIY
MADE EASY. Briclt,
2 bedrooms, large
kitchen, den, attached garage, new
carpet." 1
acre
wooded lot. Hwy. 94
W. in Lynn Grove.
ACT rAgT!!! Onfy
$31,900. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath house, 1 acre land.
Good location. Call 7539318.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom, formal dining
room, family room,
stone,
beautiful
fireplace in living room,
central heat and air, city
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double
lot. 150 x 100. Asking
$37,500. Call 437-4169,
442-0494. 443-9625.

1975 400 HONDA. Good
shape. Low mileage.
Price $550. Call 753-2585:
1974 250 YAMAHA in good
- condition. Call -753-3194.
1977 YAMAHA, triple
shaft drive, under 1 year
old. 2700 miles. $1750.
Call
48 Automotive Service
on US.
slotted aluminum mags,
$55. Call 436-2635.
BARGAIN: CAR batteries, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, 620.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guarantee, $26.36; 5 year
guarantee, $30.99; 5
year
guarantee,
maintenance free,
$34.99. Wallin Hard-.
ware,Paris.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1956 FORD PICKUP,
$175. 1972 Chevrolet
pickup, sharp. $1650.
Call days 753-7889,
nights 753-6148.

TRINA'S
ACTION WEAR
Southside Shopping Center
759-4966

Action wear for exercising and
. Yoga classes.
Conditioning Suits

CASH CARPET
N'tsCASH
SALE
&
SHOW
colors!
and
styles
of different

sioGs

See NEW '18 lines
SALES. Bring your trucks and SAVE? SAVE SAVE!

Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpfuL We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
No investment except your full-tune effort, and you get an exclusive, fullyprotected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
'today, right in your own area, and be home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of mil' choice territories is still open in your area. Send your
resume,giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Write:
Jim Pruitt
Sales Personnel Manager
Lubrication Engineers,Inc.
38514iMTLIrrgeWP.Y•• Fort Wevtrina-761-14

1969
CHEVROLET
pickup. Call 437-4269.

Nu Shod Slug bbler

13"..SASS

Mrs SUM SW Skis ale Ian

'3" &
$481,1518,
and 1".

IS Ft War back C0111/W13411

oalSrf.

Tweed

SNOW SPECIAL
(While it Lasts
12 I Primal tildes Cana

5358 & 535

110u pion
12 Ft fens Ossais Carpet Nue Ciolsa

22** -'3"

Chastiut St.

WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work guaranteed. 108 Riviera
Ct. Call 759-1231.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 753-1537.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

1976 CAMARO, copper
red, red interior. Good •
condition. 350 Cu. in.,
automatic, air condition. Call 753-5362
between 8 and 5 p. m.
753-0506 after 5 p. m.
1975 CHEVy 3/4 tOn
Scottsdale
Suburban.
454 V-8 and more. Call
759-1184.
1968 FORD F-100 pickup
truck, automatic
transmission.
good
condition. $700. Call 7538452.

SEF'TIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
commercial. Rex Camp
753-5933.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rates.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-1335.

For...
Chain Saw and small
wino repair Soo- _

• PAINTING, INTERIM exterior. Alse dry wa
finishing. 10 years experience..Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
_
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work;
needs. Also septie tanhi,
cleaning. Call Jo4/
WILL HAUL driveway
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
White rock, lime, sand,
,436-534
decorative rock. Also
free estimates
54. Free Column
parking lot or drivray.
oneg
THREE SMALL 1 year.;Call Roger Hudson, 753old dogs, male, black
4545 or 753-6763.
with white and tan.
markings. Will make:
WILL DO BABYSITTING
nice house pets. Call 753-in my home. Call 7537843.
0684.
7

ALL TYPES bedtime and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health
Department' Call Rex
Camp, 753-5933.

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-3544951
or 1-362-4895.
KlItBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.

IRISH SETTER and Lab:
puppies. Call 753-8452,
after 5 p.m.
FREE BEAUTIFUL
young adult male part
Collie. Black and white.
Friendly, gentle, will
make an ideal pet. Cali _
492-8365 or 492-8183.

ATTENTION_BUSINESSE

Coll 753-3744 cloys
or 75176111 nights

ALL TIRED OUT
from scrubbing the bathrOom again

Omits* Street

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

AMC HORNET, 2
door, 6 cylinder, $400.
Call 759-1941 after 4 p.
m.

1976 MUSTANG. Excellent condition. Six
cylinder, 27,000 miles.
Air condition. Four
speed. Must sell. Call
753-9906.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

1969 ROADRUNNER, red
with black vinyl top, 383
Magnum. Automatic.
Rocket mags. Call
Fairdealing,354-6514.

WILL BABYSIT in my
home. References. Call
753-4732.

Murray Noma
and Auto

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gutters installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

trio

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753...
7203.

Warehouse space available. CHEAPER than
owning your own, PUTS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access. •

and again and again. You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have

to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!

Yep,It's that too.
See it at

Thornton Tile
and Marble
'Quality that will please"
7534719

FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase Insulation,
759-1820.

1976 GRAND TORINO, 4
door, extra sharp,$2800.
1971 Pinto Runabout,
low mileage, excellent
mechanical,- $550. Call
753-9773.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
department.
Scirocco. Call after 5
Larry
Wisehart,
753-0093.
President. Phone 7539290.
1918 FORD GALAXIE, iimaimmakoinkromma
automatic, power
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood Stove
without jacket. Call 4362204.
50. Campers

New 3 bedroom 11
/
2 baths, concrete drive, antenna and tower, garbage compactor. Dishwasher, wall-to-wall carpet. Nice cabinets, lOts'
of storage closets and more. Priced to Sell.

Fulton Young Realty
753-7333

Fulton Young 753-4946
Forest Shoulders 753-7011
Chester Thomas 7534274

FOR REAL SERVICE IN REAL ESTATE

re
pfle,
c

#›•
197 .Trovel

-S-14

Camel Camas
You re Gig To Salo T.

1"and 'Ir..

PASCHALL & SONS „to
Alike south al Murray, Ky. on ItrY
7"1111.1102111.1.kt_1. elails Phone 901-49k

•-

Off

s50" off
1971 Psp-Ups
Al used Campers 550
"off
This applies to all Campers
purchased before 44-78.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Bank financing available

711 Main
White House Building

White's Camper Solos
1/1.1mello4 km • I NAN frem
EY. 731-06,15

Visit The White House

51 Services Offered

Installation Available on Request

Atb,yr

i

Repair

1976 CHEVY
VAN.
Customized paint, white
spoke wheels. Short
wheel base. Six cylinder. $3600. Call days 7530800, nights 253-8567.

00-

New Line From
Cabin Crafts Carpets

.t

Murray Home and Auto

1974 AUDI, 2 door,
automatic, air, AM-FM
tape deck. $2350. Call
753-7699 after 6 p.m.

Mu New Was I Glen

GET IN ON
THE SAVINGS!

_ "BASEMEN'"? We make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

,
54d0,
FEVER
Oreoicek"

Now Heavy Such Short Shag,

1211 ats gel bilis leek

BAMYSITTING yonn.g.
children in my home
Monday-Friday'630
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Experienced. Call 753-5672.

II

Ise Wes, collet Will Ls SIss

III *mei

You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.

1977 LIMITED BUICK,
9,000 actual miles. Call
after 5:00 p.m. 753-8410.
Car can be seen at 502
South Ilth Street.

51 Services Offered

Merit Deer

46 Iforde.,. for Sale

43 Rea: Estate

Guy Spann Realty

1977 PONTIAC Grand
Prix LJ, 13,0011 miles.
• 400 Cu. in. Gray and
silver. Call 753-9603 after
5 p.m.

51 Services Ottred

,*1
N

1975 CHEVY. Luvpickuk
Cali after 4:30 753-3662:

I 's Poplar-Benton

QUALITY
REALTY

-,..„

190 MERCURY, 2 door
with air and • ewer.
Good condition.'
will consider trade for
smaller car. Call 7535778 after,6 p.m. '•

FOR SALE
Two,bedroom. home.
Vinyl siding and trim
(no painting). Central
gas heat and air. Low
Low heat bills. Carpet
throughout. Built-in
(new),
dishwasher
selfwith
stove
oven,
&leaning
refrigerator, and vent
hood. Fully fenced
backyard with shade
trees
: Single car
garage. Close to
hospital, churches and
downtown. High 20's.
-Shown by appointment
only. 7534788.

51 Services Offered

49. Used Cars & Trucks

tO
s

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after Tp
m. or weekend.
HAVING

TROUBLE

_getting those imait

.421angviaff-jeis-4eiie-? -That call 753-6614.

KOPPERUD
REALTY RI
Days Call
Ph. 753-1222

(24-leer hoof;

Evenings Call...
George Gallagher -1510129
Carry Patterson - 412-1302
Seri Andersen- 753-7132
111041010pered ---163-1222 .

S
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Cocaine Smuggling
Increases Rapidly

State Senate Deals
Blow To Laetrile Bill

BOGOTA,Colombia(AP)— of effort in the marijtiaria
Cocaine smuggling to a deal. But cocaine is serious
lucrative and expanding business, and it is gradually
American market is in- becoming as mass cona
drug. as
creasing so fast that the sumption
said - an
poWdery white drug rives marijuana,"
coffee as this country's main American drug expert who
• export, law enforcement of- asked not to be identified.'
A kilo, .or,2.2 pounds, of
ficials say.
About 70 percent of the cocaine in Colombia sells for
-- --cocaine- sold on the illicit between $12,000 and $15,000
American drug market comes but can bring as much as
fittntOlombia,-with-Peru and • $700,000in the LinitedStates. A
Bolivia supplying much of the third of a gram, or about one
mittee.
."We have successfully
rest. By some estimates, hundredth of an ounce, sells
avoided the issue as usual,"
Colombian cocaine 'exports for about $35 on the street, but
said Sen. John Berry, Jr., 1:3$
brought • in $1.5 billion last probably has been diluted with
why
see
don't
"I
New Castle.
Year, equal to the country's milk sugar or other substances.
we can't, for one time,face the
coffee earnings.
issue on the floor and not hide
The rise in popularity of The drug is sniffed in small
from it.
cocaine, considered a prestige amounts and produces first a
The merits of Laetrile, a
drug by its increasing number stimulant, then a narcotic,
substance derived from the
of middle-and upper-class effect for a short time. It is
removed said to cause a psychologial
seeds of apricots and some
has
users,
other fruits, is widely debated.
marijuana as the main target dependency among some
The. federal Food and Drug
of drug enfOrcement officials. • users, but generally is not
Adrninstration has barred-the
Some economists say last considered addictive.
SELECTED TO ALL-SATE— Krista Russell,(left) and Kim Alley, members of the Murray High School Chorus', have
substance from interstate
year's record 29 perceat It comes from leaves of the •
been selected to participate in the 1978 Kentucky All-State Chorus to be held March 16,17, and 18 at Lexington, Kencommerce, although in!
inflation here was due as coca bush, which are reduced
tucky in conjunction with the Kentucky Music Educators State Convention. Only 20 students from the First District
dividual states, including
much to the influx of cocaine- to a paste, then a powder in
were chosen for this honor, which was based on high scores made on voice auditions held last fall. Krista, daughter
Indiana, have legalized its use
money as from higher coffee illicit laboratories throughout
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Russell, and Kim, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don Alley, are both students of Mrs. loan
and manufacture within their
prices. Sociologists say Colombia. The best qualiq
Bowker, choral director at Murray High School. The final concert performance will be held Saturday, March 18 at
n leaf is grown in Peru and
ed
ica nieragiinve
boundaries. '
el eaArnminegrsha
contains
130 p.m. in the Lexington Civic Center. This will be a joint concert by the All-State Chorus and the All-State Or"Laetrile
rise to a new middle class in Bolivia. „
chestra. All parents and friends are invited to attend. Guest conductor for the All-State Chorus will be Paul
cyanide," said Sen. Ed Ford,
Colombia.
is
D-Cynthiana. "This
Salamimovich, Loyola University, Los Angeles.
Colombia has createda Photo by Kaye Peebles
something we can't rush into,
special,
we need time to study it. I
strike force to - break up the
dun't think the GeneraI
cocaine network here. Since
The annual county-wide
Assembly wants to license a
1974 the United States has
Friday Service, sponGood
the
fight
poison."
to
million
$600
spent
and
superintendent
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as
sored by the Murray-Calloway
and
Sen. Nelson Allen, DColombia,
in
trade
drug
as
Manning
Josephine
Baptist
The funeral for Earlie White Russell, who was to have led pastor of the Grace
authorities say a like amount County . Ministerial
The First Baptist Church
of Hazel Route Two will be the floor fight in favor of the Church, will speak at the 10:45 secretary.
may be needed in the next two Association, is set for Friday.
will
be'
workers
Nursery
worship
worship
will hold regular
held Sunday at two p. m. at the bill, said the Kentucky a. m. and 5:30 p. m.
March 24, during the noon
years.
Hale, Vicki Chadwick, services on Sunday, March 12,
Green Plain Church of Christ, Medical Association and the services on Sunday, March 12, Robbie
are hour at the First Christian
Americans
many
"So
Catherine
Ray,
Hazel
m.
p.
seven
nL.and
at 10:45 a.
' The Rev: Buzz Rabatin,
wheFe he wasa member, with Carroll Administration were at the church.
marijuana and so little Church of Murray.
Frances_ ,with .the -piistdr, the Rew.:Dr. pfisLos.. 44
the • First. using
Bfb. Priestly Scott and, the behind the moveto kill the bill. Special. music- atethe.mor- Smotherman, and ,
The flee-. Butt Rabatln,
* pitied 'about
hien.
has
be
will
Jones
Dwane
Wyatt.
on
speaking
the
by
Whittaker
be
Main
ofwill
Billy
ning" hour
PresbyterianChurch,
Rev. 'James Garland
First
of the
ministerAllen said he had been
dangerous
really
is
it
whether
Hale
Don
but
call
-The Lord and The laity" and 16th Streets, Murray, will
ficiating. The song service will promised by Senate Majority Sunshine Sounds. The Rev. bus driver,
be
will
Church,
Presbyterian
it
think
we
that
health,
your
with scripture from Acts 6:1- speak on the subject, "Con- to
Ronald Hardison is music 753-3063 for bus information.
be by the church singers.
occasion.
the
for
the
preacher
lot
a
Leader Tom Garrett, Dwasting
worth
not
just
is
the
teachers
morOn Wednesday
15, 7:51, and 8:4 at the
templating the 'Cross' at the
Pallbearers will .be Noble Paducah, that the bill would director with Dwane Jones as
at 6:30 ning hour and "Out Of Many, 10:45 a. m. worship services
Brandon, Joe Bruce Wilson, not be brought up until the organist and Anita Underhill and officers will meet
p. m. followed by the prayer One
at the. evening on Sunday, March 12.
Johnny White, Joe Grogan, afternoon session of the as pianist.
study
and
youth.
service
and
9;45
hour.
at
be
wilt
School
"Thanks Be To Thee" will
Scott.
Sunday
Joe
Larry Overhey,and
Senate, - but - -Garrett -then
Special music will be by the
be the anthem to be sung by
Burial will follow in the Green called it up early and Yocom' a. m. with Steve Smotherman group itseven p.iriT
Church Choir with Joan the Chancel Choir, directed by
Plain Cemetery with the — a member of the Senate
Bowler as organist and Allene Kathy Mowery, with Lisa
arrangements by the Blalock- leadership — made his
as pianist. Judy Henry Slater as organist.
Knight
Home
Funeral
Coleman
motion.
will be the morning soloist and
Church school will be at 9:30
where friends may call.
"This is just a matter of
the evening
Wright
1,inda
m. The Senior High and
a.
died
82,
age
White,
Mr.
freedom of choice," Allen
-- 3-Aduft Class isr focusing Ton the
soloist
Friday at 3:30 a. n11`. at his said.
•
we
Assisting in the service& will topic, "Death and Life"
home. His wife, Mrs. Ovie
The Seventh and Poplar
The bill had been subjected
•
of during Lent with. Peggy Guy
minister
Moody,
T.
G.
be
was
he
whom
to
Adams White,
to numerous Parliamentary Church of Christ will hear Bro.
education, and David Parker, and the Rev. Rabatin as the
-married on June 29, 1929, moves in the Senate since it John Dale speak at the 8:30 a. The Senior Choir of the First
of the week. The .or- leaders. Discussion of the
deacon
two
with
along
survives
passed the House 79-14 Feb. 2. m., 10:40 a. m., and six p. m. Christian Church will present dinance of baptism will be movie, "Beyond and Back,"
Shelton
daughters, Mrs. Vesta
The measure had originally .worship services on Sunday, portions of the"St. Matthew observed at the evening
will be discussed this week.
and Mres. Freda Davis, and been sent to Judiciary- March 12. Mark Pugh and Passion" by Bach at the 10:45
service.
psychological and
Scriptural,
all
White,
one son, Jerry Max
Statutes but was taken from Jerry Bolls will direct the song a.m. worship service on
The flowers for the sanc- philosophical inputs will be
one
Two;
Route
and
Hazel
Ward
12.
Jack
March
and
service,
of
Sunday,
that committee and put in
tuary will be furnished by
the following two
sister, Mrs. Maude Grogan, Health and Welfare by a floor Ron McNutt will make the
Narration will be presented Barbara Mozingo and fmaily considered
of the class.
Hazel Route One; three half vote. Health and Welfare sent announcements.
by the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, in memory of her father, weeks
The nursery is available
sisters, Mrs. Novie Hale, the bill to the floor, but the
His morning sermon topic church minister. Vocal
Milford Mozingo.
during the service of worship.
Main — 753-7921
Murray, and Mrs. Ruby Rules Committee reassigned will be "The Cost of A Free soloists will be Margaret
7111
Volunteer nursery workers
The Senior High group will
Gift" with scripture from Porter and Larrie Clark.
Keegan and -Mrs. Eva Hurt, it to Judiciary-Statutes.
Mr.
Sunday morning will be
meet Sunday at seven p. m.,
Detroit, Mich.; six grandThat committee tacked on Luke 14:28-30, and the evening Instrumentalists will be Jane and Mrs. Ray Clark, Mrs. Max the Dorothy Moore Circle on
.MS"
IMK
children; and three great its amendments before sen- topic will be "Why You Need Hutson, organist, and Mary
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FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) —
The Kentucky Senate has
dealt an apparently fatal blow
.to a move to legalize the sale
of the purported cancer
fighting agent Laetrile in the
state.
The Senate voted Friday 2312 to send the_House-passed
bill back to the JudiciaryStittules Committee for the
secprattirne., _
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